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Abstract
Significant amount of research has been conducted to improve the design of rigid
pavements through the development of mechanistic analysis tools capable of accurately modeling
the performance of such pavements. The use of the finite element (FE) method as a comprehensive
tool for modeling the responses of rigid pavements has been limited in the past because of the
complexity of calculations in modeling nonlinear behaviors, which are difficult to describe
mathematically and computationally. Researchers from The University of Texas at El Paso
developed NYSLAB, an FE modeling tool, for the analysis of rigid pavements subjected to traffic
and environmental loading conditions. Through a series of software improvements and verification
studies, the tool has been validated for the analysis of jointed concrete pavements (JCP). The
objective of this dissertation is to present an enhanced version of NYSLAB, renamed RPAS, to
include the analysis of continuously reinforced concrete pavements (CRCP). To improve on the
existing FE models, a 3-D foundation model and a nonlinear contact model were incorporated in
RPAS. A 3-D CRCP model was developed that includes the complex bond-slip interaction
between reinforcing steel and concrete and was implemented into the main code as a separate
component for a detailed analysis of a pavement area of interest. The incorporated models were
verified and evaluated through a series of case studies. Based on the results, RPAS was
demonstrated to be capable of modeling both JCP and CRCP pavements adequately. Since the
addition of the 3-D foundation model, RPAS is currently the only rigid pavement analysis system
that is capable of identifying critical (maximum) responses at any depth of the foundation,
including the subgrade layer. Furthermore, RPAS is currently the only tool that obtains the
responses from a “large-scale” CRCP model and then focuses on an area of interest to determine
detailed responses of the reinforcing steel and concrete as well as the interaction between them.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Jointed concrete pavements (JCP) are the most commonly used type of rigid pavement
nationally. Their design is based on the use of contraction joints for the prevention of random crack
development in concrete pavements. However, major distresses due to increased traffic and
environmental loads, e.g. faulting and transverse, corner and longitudinal cracking, have been
observed in JCPs (McCullough 1994). Thus, continuously reinforced concrete pavements (CRCP)
were developed to offer the benefits of eliminating joint distresses by incorporating continuous
longitudinal reinforcement with no transverse expansions or contraction joints except at bridges or
pavement ends (Pasko 1998; Plei, M., and S. Tayabji. 2012). Although there are many positive
attributes in the use of CRCP, distresses, such as punchout and spalling, are still present in this
type of pavement (Zollinger et al., 1999; Roesler et al., 2016). While JCP and CRCP differ
significantly in physical characteristics, they are designed using the same empirical approach,
which mainly involves determining the proper concrete layer thickness. Additionally, the
contribution of the foundation layers in JCP and CRCP is defined by the stiffness of the foundation
and it is quantified as the modulus of subgrade reaction or k-value, typically given in psi/in or pci.
When a multiple foundation layers are included, a composite or equivalent k-value is calculated,
which varies in magnitude depending on the material properties and whether the base is treated or
untreated. This composite k-value is a single parameter quantifying the stiffness of multiple soil
layers with different material properties.
The increase in industrial traffic has led pavement engineers to increase the thickness of
the concrete layer in JCP and CRCP to withstand the heavy loads without considering the impact
on the foundation layers resulting, in some cases, in premature failure. The current rigid pavement
analysis tools model the supporting layers as a single bed of spring elements (Winkler foundation),
1

which leads to an evaluation process that primarily focuses on the concrete layer and overlooks
the advantages or disadvantages of considering specific material properties for each foundation
layer. Thus, it is evident that a mechanistic analysis tool capable of simulating the full structure of
the rigid pavement system is required to understand the impact that different material properties
have on the responses of rigid pavements.
1.1

Problem Statement
The current rigid pavement design methods are still based on empirical data from the

AASHTO Road Test section built in Illinois during the late 1950’s. This road experiment consisted
of 7 miles of two-lane pavements in the form of six loops and the test studied both Portland cement
concrete and asphaltic concrete pavements, as well as certain types of short-span bridges. Although
the test included the analysis of concrete sections, most of those sections were JCP and not CRCP
(AASHTO 2008). Furthermore, the empirical data does not take into consideration the heavy
vehicle loads and environmental conditions that concrete pavements are exposed to today.
In contrast to the empirically based models, mechanistic-empirical (M-E) design methods
combine the elements of mechanical modeling and performance observations in determining the
required pavement thickness for a set of design parameters. These mechanistic models are based
on fundamental principles and empirical material constitutive relationships to determine pavement
critical responses, i.e. tensile stresses and strains, due to traffic loads. For this reason, state
departments of transportation have been pushing towards adopting mechanistic procedures.
However, in spite of the potential of the current M-E design methods, the tools that have been
developed to implement them focus primarily on the concrete layer and simplify the modeling of
the supporting layers as a single bed of spring elements, even for two or more foundation layers.
A mechanistic procedure for rigid pavements is thus needed for a more accurate prediction of
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pavement responses that is also capable of accounting accurately for the influence of all layers in
the pavement system.
The great advancements in the field of numerical modeling enable engineers to investigate
the responses of physical systems placed in their environment without the need to solely rely on
the traditional empirical testing approaches. The use of the FE method as a tool for modeling the
responses of rigid pavements has been limited because of the complexity of the material models
as well as the geometric non-linear pavement response which are difficult to describe
mathematically and numerically. However, significant amount of research on the FE method and
its applicability to model concrete pavements has been conducted to improve the design of jointed
pavements (Ioannides, 1984 and 1985; Tayabji and Colley 1986; Khazanovich et al., 2000; Davids
et al., 1998 ; Carrasco et al., 2009) and continuous pavements (Kim et al., 1998 and 2000b; Won
and McCullough 1991 and 2001). Identifying and understanding the applicability of the current
rigid pavement design methods and their limitations is essential for the development of a new
analysis tool that significantly enhances the efficiency and capabilities of FE based JCP and CRCP
models.
New York SLAB or NYSLAB, is an FE modeling tool for the analysis of JCP (ZokaeiAshtiani, 2014). Although NYSLAB has proven suitable for the analysis of JCP, the structural
model is represented as a slab placed over an elastic foundation that is modeled by a set of spring
elements, which do not fully consider the contributions of all pavement layers in a JCP system. In
addition, the complex iterative process in determining the separation and slip between pavement
layers (i.e. concrete slab and base) has demonstrated deficient as it does not always converge for
all pavement configurations. NYSLAB has the capability of modeling a long slab using 2-D plate
elements to simulate a CRCP section with a composite elastic modulus that combines the
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properties of the concrete slab and the reinforcing steel. However, because of the use of a
composite modulus, the tool is limited to providing the “composite” pavement response and not
the individual response of the slab and reinforcing steel.
There is a CRCP analysis program called CRCP-10 that has the capability to evaluate
continuous pavements under traffic, environmental, and thermal loads. CRCP-10 was developed
using 2-D FE theories to calculate stresses in concrete and steel bars due to environmental loads
(Kim et al., 2001). A fundamental limitation of the CRCP computer program is that the bond
stress-slip interaction between the concrete and the steel is modeled using zero-thickness interface
elements, equivalent to a series of spring elements, and is defined by considering only the linear
behavior of the bond stress-slip curve. The foundation layers are also modeled as a single bed of
spring elements (Winkler model), which limits the analysis to only the concrete layer and
overlooks the advantages or disadvantages of considering specific material properties of each
supporting layer. Additionally, the computer program only considers a narrow section of the
continuous pavement in the analysis of wheel load stresses and dynamic tandem axle loads.
1.2

Objectives
The primary objective of this research is to expand the capacity of NYSLAB by upgrading

the existing FE models to predict the critical responses found in all types of rigid pavements. To
achieve that goal, an evaluation of the mathematical models was established to determine if they
are suitable for the evaluation of rigid pavements. It was determined that a new foundation model
capable of considering the material properties of each foundation layer independently was
required. Thus, a 3-D foundation model was proposed that is able to capture the soil responses at
any depth. Furthermore, it was determined that a new contact model suitable for the analysis of
both JCP and CRCP systems and compatible with the new foundation model was also required.
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Unlike JCP, CRCP uses reinforcing steel rather than contraction joints for crack control.
Therefore, the development of a new 3-D FE model that represents the concrete and the reinforcing
steel independently as well as the complex interaction between the two materials was proposed. In
an effort to reduce the model size and computational time for a given CRCP analysis, it was
proposed that an initial analysis, where the concrete layer is modeled as a “long slab” using plate
elements on top of a 3-D foundation, will be executed to predict the responses of the “large-scale”
system. Then, the responses obtained within an area of interest will be transferred as prescribed
boundary conditions into the new CRCP “reduced model” for the prediction of the stresses, strains
and deflections pertaining to the concrete and reinforced steel as well as their interaction. Upon
the development of the new models described above, the tool was renamed Rigid Pavement
Analysis System (RPAS) and it will be referred as RPAS henceforth.
The primary objectives of this study and the corresponding approaches are summarized as
follows:
1. Finite Element Modeling of the Supporting Layers. The different models used for
simulating the supporting layers in a rigid pavement system are documented in the
literature review. A new 3-D solid foundation model is introduced to solve most of the
limitations present in those foundation models. Previous convergence efforts have been
made to assess the density of the mesh generated in RPAS in the x-y plane. A new
convergence study is required to determine the size of the elements for the new foundation
model and to determine how far from the concrete slab’s edge should the soil elements
extend to more realistically capture the edge deflections and stresses close to the pavement
edge.
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2. Finite Element Modeling of the Contact between Pavement Layers. Upon the inclusion of
3-D solid foundation model, the previous “interface” model was re-evaluated, and it was
determined that a new contact model capable of handling more complex pavement
structures with the new foundation model was required. The new contact model should
consider the separation and movement caused by thermal loads of slab-slab and slabfoundation interface and converge for all pavement configurations. In addition, the new
model should meet the three physical requirements for contact: (1) there should be no
penetration, (2) the contact force should be positive on the contactor and negative on the
target, and (3) when the gap is greater than 0, the contact force is zero, and vice versa.
3. Evaluation of the Enhancements made to RPAS. Prior to the development of the CRCP
model, it is important to evaluate the new models since the responses obtained using those
models are required to employ the new CRCP model. Thus, a series of case studies will be
presented towards the verification and validation of the 3-D foundation model and the
improved nonlinear contact model.
a. Case Studies. A comparison study between the responses obtained from a concrete
pavement model in RPAS and a similar model created in ABAQUS are presented
as a verification of the new models in RPAS. A second comparison study between
different foundation models, developed by Aguirre et al. (2019), is also included in
this dissertation document to determine if the new 3-D model was an improvement
to the existing spring foundation models available in RPAS. Lastly, a study
developed by TaghaviGhalesari et al. (2020c), is included as part of the verification
and validation of the new 3-D foundation and nonlinear contact models.
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4. Development of the Finite Element CRCP Model. This objective consists of the
development of a CRCP model that accurately defines the complex interaction between the
concrete and the reinforcement steel to predict the responses of a CRCP pavement structure
subjected to traffic and environmental loading conditions. The structural model used for
the prediction of CRCP responses should:
a. Adequately describe the pavement structure. The concrete model should include
the embedded reinforced steel model. Concrete and reinforcing steel material
properties should be considered independently. In addition, the bar size and location
of the reinforcing steel should also be considered.
b. Account for the bond stress-slip relationship between the concrete and the steel. A
study on the development of a CRCP model in ABAQUS by Aguirre (2017), will
also be presented in this manuscript. The study was developed as an initial step in
the development of a bond stress-slip model to better understand the complex
interaction between the concrete and reinforcing steel.
c. Analyze multi-wheel loading configurations and non-uniform tire print
distributions.
d. Consider the contribution of the supporting layers in the pavement system analysis.
5. Implementation of CRCP Model in RPAS. An important objective of this research is to
incorporate the new CRCP model into RPAS. Upon the completion of the initial “largescale” analysis, the new CRCP model should employ as a function in RPAS. The initial
responses should be transferred as prescribed boundary conditions into the reduced 3-D
CRCP model towards obtaining detailed responses pertaining to the concrete and the
reinforcing steel.
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6. Evaluation of the CRCP Model. A series of case studies will be presented to determine if
the governing equations used in RPAS accurately model the behavior of CRCP.
1.3

Significance
The contribution of this research study to the field of pavement engineering is to provide

transportation agencies and engineers with a more accurate method for the analysis of rigid
pavements. The accurate analysis of responses produced in an entire rigid pavement system is
essential for their optimum design. The current design of rigid pavements does not accurately
consider the influence of all the foundation layers on the performance of the pavement structure
as a whole. The use of 3-D elastic solid elements to model the supporting layers, will allow a more
accurate characterization of the layers underneath the concrete slab. This approach allows the use
of more familiar modulus and Poisson’s ratio values that relate to the materials belonging to
subgrade, unbound granular and stabilized base layers. Furthermore, the use of 3-D solid elements
provide RPAS with the capability of providing critical responses (stresses, strains and deflections)
at any depth of the foundation to determine if the pavement structure fulfills design requirements.
Since the development of the 3-D foundation model, RPAS is currently the only tool capable of
more accurately quantifying the benefits of including stabilized base materials in a rigid pavement
system.
The inclusion of the CRCP model in RPAS, will expand the tool’s capabilities to model
both jointed and continuous pavements and can easily be updated to include roller compacted and
prestressed and post tensioned concrete pavements. Analyzing maximum stresses within a specific
section of a CRCP system is of great importance to determine if the formation of a new crack will
occur. Consequently, the new CRCP model has the potential to contribute to the development of a
crack prediction model, which can determine optimum design combinations of CRCPs.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background
This chapter contains an evaluation of the current rigid pavement design and analysis
methods of rigid pavements and a summary of the development of RPAS. A review of the main
structural features of CRCP and their current modeling approach are also documented in this
chapter.
2.1

Finite Element Modeling of Rigid Pavements
The current mechanistic analysis of rigid pavement systems is based on either closed-form

solutions developed by Westergaard or numerical solutions based on the finite element (FE)
method (Westergaard, 1926). The primary limitations of the analysis of rigid pavements by the
Westergaard method include: (1) The method assumes that the slab is large enough so that the
interior loading condition is not affected by the slab joints, which leads to a very conservative
analysis since it neglects the load transfer between slabs. (2) The modeling of soil as a series of
independent springs (dense liquid foundation), which assumes that under the load the soil deflects
to produce an infinite deflection basin. (3) The slab is in constant contact with the foundation,
which may not always be the case particularly when curling has allowed the slab to lift off the
foundation completely at the corners. To address the limitations of closed-form formulas,
pavement engineers began to implement the use of FE techniques for accurately simulating rigid
pavement structures. The FE method has been incorporated into a number of computer software
for calculating stresses, strains, and deflections of concrete pavements. The development of FEbased software offer superior accuracy compared to the original Westergaard closed-form solution,
but can also suffer from various limitations if the underlying mathematical models do not account
for material and/or geometric nonlinearity, temperature dependence, dynamic effects and others,
which can be difficult to describe mathematically and computationally.
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2.1.1

Rigid Pavement Analysis Tools
The first FE-based tool for the analysis of rigid pavement was developed in 1979 under the

ILLI-SLAB software package (Ioannides, 1984). The original FE formulation of that software was
based on a 2D plate element, developed by Cheung and Zienkiewicz (1965), on a Winkler
foundation, shown in Figure 2. 1. In ILLI-SLAB, thermal loads could only be considered for one
slab with fully bonded or completely unbonded slab-base interface conditions. In addition, only a
linear temperature distribution with the slab depth was allowed (Tabatabaie and Barenberg, 1980).
Since the first version, ILLI-SLAB has been under continuous revision and verification to improve
its accuracy and capability. One of the improvements was the inclusion of elastic solid foundation
making ILLI-SLAB the first program to have both types of ideal subgrades (liquid and solid
elastic) in one package.

Figure 2. 1 Concrete Slab on Winkler Foundation as modeled in ILLI-SLAB
In 1986, Tayabji and Colley developed JSLAB, based on ILLI-SLAB’s formulation, to
incorporate partial contact in the slab/base interface, to include the warping effect due to moisture
and to calculate the thermal and principal stresses (Heinrichs et al., 1989). Future improvements
to the software resulted in JSLAB2004, which incorporated an axle configuration library and an
“Express Mode” interface, while expanding the type of foundation models to six different subgrade
types (spring, Winkler, Boussinesq, Vlasov, Kerr, ZSS foundations). JSLAB2004 could analyze
jointed concrete pavement responses under self-weight, traffic and thermal loads for a two-layer
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system of up to nine slabs. The FE model of the slab and the foundation were condensed to just
one layer when thermal loads were applied. For this reason, continuous foundation models (e.g.
Vlasov and solid elastic) could not be used in modeling multiple slabs (Carrasco et al., 2011).
Khazanovich et al., (2000) developed ISLAB2000, at the ERES Division of Applied
Research Associates, which used the Totsky model (Khazanovich, 1994) to analyze interior
loading cases more accurately by considering effects of subgrade deformation under slab edges.
ISLAB2000 offered a variety of subgrade options such as the Pasternak, Kerr and ZSS models.
ISLAB2000 could also solve pavement responses due to temperature, traffic, and construction
loading (Buch et al., 2004).
Most FE models described above, simulate concrete slabs supported by a bed of spring
elements, which may not accurately account for the material properties of supporting layers
individually. EverFE is a rigid pavement 3-D FE analysis tool which was developed to overcome
the limitations that 2-D programs have in the simulation of features, such as interface contact and
friction bond. EverFE’s FE code employs 20-node quadratic brick elements to discretize the slab
and the elastic base layers; 8-node planar quadratic elements for the dense liquid foundation; and
16-node quadratic interface elements to model both aggregate interlock shear transfer across the
joint and shear transfer at the slab-base interface (Davids, 2003). Since the concrete and base layers
are modeled using 3-D continuum brick elements, the computational time of the program can be
very extensive limiting the program’s ability of analyzing larger models. Moreover, the program
does not consider the response of the foundation beyond the edge of the concrete slab and the
foundation responses are limited to the base layer only since the subgrade is modeled using spring
elements.
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Elastic layer theory is a method that examines the responses at any point in a pavement
structure resulting from the application of a surface load. The elastic layer approach makes three
general assumptions: (1) each pavement layer extends infinitely in the horizontal direction, (2) the
bottom layer (subgrade) extends infinitely downward and (3) materials are not stressed beyond
their elastic ranges. One software that makes use of this method is called Flexible Pavement
System (FPS), a mechanistic-empirically based analysis and design software developed by the
Texas Transportation Institute for the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) (Liu and
Scullion, 2011). The most current version of the software, FPS21, provides a Stress Analysis Tool
capable of predicting stresses, strains and deflections within a pavement structure under Falling
Weight Deflectometer (FWD) or truck wheel loading configurations (Liu and Scullion 2011). The
responses are captured at the top and bottom of each pavement layer for up to seven layers.
Although the software was developed for the analysis and design of flexible pavements, it’s
capabilities of considering infinite pavement layers and material properties of each layer (i.e.
Moduli) are very similar to the assumptions made in 3-D FE analysis of rigid pavements, in
particular for CRCP.
Commercial FE computer programs such as ABAQUS and LS-DYNA provide a vast
availability of elements types and load applications, which makes it possible to model JCP and
CRCP structures. However, when multiple pavement structures with different geometric
configurations are analyzed, it can be difficult to generate a discretization mesh that accommodates
each analysis. Moreover, the accuracy of any simulation is strongly dependent on the type of
element used in the model. Although there are many element types available in the programs, some
elements such as the 20-node or 27-node hexahedral elements in ABAQUS, must be called from
the program’s input file. Compared to the capabilities of the programs mentioned above, the goal
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behind the development of the new CRCP model in RPAS is to count on the tool’s capability of
automatically generating a mesh unique to each analysis so that accurate responses can be obtained
without the necessity of defining a mesh size/density per analysis and an in-depth knowledge of
the finite element method.
2.2

Development of RPAS
To overcome the limitations of JSLAB2004, described in the previous section, researchers

Carrasco et al. (2009) from the University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) developed the first version
of the Rigid Pavement Analysis System (RPAS), known as NYSLAB, as a tool for evaluating
responses of JCP systems due to any arbitrary vehicle loading configurations and thermal profiles.
Compared to the capabilities of JSLAB2004, NYSLAB introduced the use of isoparametric FE
formulation that allowed for the modeling of irregular geometries. In addition, NYSLAB has no
explicit limit in the number of concrete and foundation layers that can be modeled and no limit in
the number of jointed slabs that can be included per analysis. Modeling of non-linear thermal
gradient can be applied to any number of PCC layers and the thermal analysis and calculation of
thermal stresses can be performed for any number of jointed slabs and for any type of foundation
model (Carrasco et al., 2011). Two foundation models are included in NYSLAB to idealize the
behavior of the foundation system: Winkler and Vlasov. Modeling contact between unbonded
concrete layers and between concrete and base layer is done by using “GAP” elements, which
consider the separation between layers caused by temperature gradients. An extension of the
foundation layer beyond the edge of the slabs is also included to more accurately model the slab
edge responses.
Although NYSLAB increased the level of reliability in predicting the mechanical behavior
of JCP over other analytical tools, there still existed some limitations in the mathematical models
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embedded in the program. To address on the limitations presented in the first version of NYSLAB,
researcher Zokaei-Ashtiani, 2014 made the following enhancements:
1.

The mathematical models were enhanced to support 5 degrees of freedom as opposed to
the initial 3 degrees of freedom, to consider the expansion and contraction of slabs caused
by temperature changes.

2. The first version of NYSLAB employed the Mindlin plate theory to model bonded slabs.
Plate theories do not account for the in-plane bending coupling effect in an asymmetric
multi-layer composite system. For this reason, the first-order shear deformation laminated
plate theory, an extension of the Mindlin plate theory, was implemented in NYSLAB to
model the composite slabs. This model is now capable of capturing shear deformations,
bending and the coupling between bending and longitudinal (in-plane) deformations.
3. The “GAP” elements used in NYSLAB to model the contact/interaction between pavement
layers did not consider the slipping interaction between layers and, as a consequence, the
calculation of the traction stress at the interface was not possible. For this reason,
“interface” elements were implemented to connect unbonded concrete layers and to model
the interaction between the concrete layer and the base layer. The frictional tractions in that
model are computed by using Mohr-Coulomb slip rule, which correlated the tangential
traction to the normal traction at each point in contact by incorporating a coefficient of
friction.
While this enhanced version of NYSLAB has proven suitable for the analysis of JCP
systems, the structural model is represented as a slab placed over an elastic foundation that is
modeled by a set of spring elements, which do not fully consider the contributions of all pavement
layers in a JCP system. In addition, the complex iterative process behind the “interface” model for
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determining the contact behavior between pavement layers has resulted in no convergence for
several pavement cases. Although NYSLAB was not built to support the analysis of CRCP
systems, long slabs can be created in NYSLAB to simulate a CRCP section with a composite
concrete elastic modulus. Still, because of the use of a composite modulus, the tool is limited to
providing the “composite” pavement response and not the individual response of the slab and
reinforcing steel.
To address on the limitations mentioned in the paragraph above, a series of modeling
efforts, which will be presented later in this manuscript, have accumulated in the development of
the most current version of the program. Upon the inclusion of the new models, the analysis tool
was renamed Rigid Pavement Analysis System or RPAS.
2.3

Structural Characteristics of CRCP
CRCP consists of continuous longitudinal reinforcement with no transverse expansion or

contraction joints except at bridges or pavement transitions. Transverse cracking is expected to
occur in all new CRCP. Thus, the reinforcing steel embedded in the concrete helps ensure that the
transverse cracks are tightly held together and, as a result, provide high load transfer over the life
of the pavement. The reinforced concrete layer is usually placed over an unstabilized or stabilized
base course layer. One or more subbase layers may also be used in the CRCP pavement foundation
system and the last layer is subgrade, which is either natural or compacted soil. The typical ranges
of structural parameters (dimensions and material properties) of CRCP are provided in Table 2.1
and the structure of a CRCP section is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Table 2.1 Typical Ranges of Structural Parameters for CRCP Pavements
Structural Parameter
Minimum Value Maximum Value
PCC
Modulus, E, ksi

3,000 – 6,000

Stabilized Base

100

2,000

Base

20

50

Subgrade

5

18

Reinforcing Steel
Stiffness, k, psi/in.

29,000

Foundation

50

450

PCC

6

15

Stabilized Base

4

10

Base

0

12

Coefficient of Thermal

PCC

4 με/°F

6 με/°F

Expansion (CTE)

Steel

Reinforcement Depth

PCC

3” from surface

Diameter

#5

#8

Spacing

5

8

Thickness, h, in.

Longitudinal Steel Bars, in.

7.2 με/°F

Length
Diameter
Transverse Steel Bars, in.
Temperature, T, °F

½ of concrete
Thickness

Continuous
#5

#6

Spacing

48

Length

144

PCC

77°F (reference temperature) ± 40°F
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Figure 2.2 Configuration of Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavement (Kim et al., 2001)
2.3.1

Concrete Properties
The most influential concrete properties to be considered in CRCP design include strength,

elastic modulus, coefficient of thermal expansion, drying shrinkage, and heat of hydration (Roesler
et al., 2016). All concrete properties should be optimally selected to ensure sufficient structural
capacity to withstand the anticipated traffic loads and to endure the expected environmental
conditions (CRSI).
Concrete Strength
Both the tensile strength and the flexural strength are the concrete properties of interest for
the design and analysis of CRCP pavements. The transverse crack pattern in CRCP is related to
the tensile strength of the concrete. Higher tensile strength typically results in wider average crack
spacing and, as a consequence, may require an increase in steel content. The 28-day tensile strength
used for reinforcement design is determined through ASTM International (ASTM) C496 or
AASHTO T198 splitting tensile tests. CRCP also requires sufficient flexural strength to resist
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fatigue cracking from traffic loads. Maintaining stresses at a level that is much lower than the
concrete flexural strength can minimize punchout development. The 28-day flexural strength is
determined using the ASTM C 78 or AASHTO T 97 third-point loading test.
Elastic Modulus
The concrete elastic modulus typically ranges from 3,000 to 6,000 ksi and it is used to
measure how much the material will deflect under a load and its value strongly influences how the
slab will distribute the loads to the base/subbase and subgrade (Taylor et al., 2007). The concrete
elastic modulus (ASTM C469) affects the stress development in the CRCP, crack spacing, and the
magnitude of the crack width. If the elastic modulus is increased, the concrete may become brittle,
which may cause it to crack and spall. Ideally, the crack width is restrained by the steel. Thus, the
concrete elastic modulus and the steel reinforcement ratio play an important role in maintaining
cracks tight so that pavement distresses in CRCP can be mitigated.
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
Concrete coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), or the change in concrete volume caused
by change has been found to be one of the most influential factors on the behavior of CRCP. For
concrete pavements that have not been open to traffic, early crack development occurs as a result
of the volume changes due to drying shrinkage and temperature variations. Thus, the CTE of
concrete has a significant effect on early cracking in CRCPs. The concrete CTE is highly
influenced by the coarse aggregate type and its associated thermal expansion/contraction rates. A
study by Choi et al. (2009) suggests that the longitudinal steel and temperature profiles plays a
significant role in the development of horizontal cracks in CRCP. It was observed that as stresses
begin to develop near longitudinal steel due to steel restraint, a horizontal crack perpendicular to
the maximum stresses in concrete occurs from the transverse crack interface and propagates along
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the longitudinal steel. Reducing the coarse aggregate type from one with a CTE of 5.5
microstrains/°F to a low-expansion coarse aggregate type of 4 microstrains/°F can reduce
punchouts and maintain a high ride quality. Additionally, increasing the steel content in the slab
can be used as a potential strategy to offset higher concrete CTE without necessarily increasing
slab thickness.
The paving season and time of day have been found to directly affect the magnitude of
built-in temperature gradient. It has been observed that concrete pavements that are constructed
during the late fall or that are constructed during late hours develop small amounts of built-in
curling (Hansen et al., 2006). If the CTE of the concrete is higher than is assumed in the design of
the steel, then the desired crack spacing and uniformity may not be achieved. Therefore, it is
important to determine the concrete CTE during the design phase, to adjust the design to achieve
the desired level of performance, and to require that the CTE value be verified during construction.
Drying Shrinkage
Concrete will shrink as it sets and cures and, as a result, shrinkage cracks are expected to
appear in CRCP. Volumetric contraction of the concrete is a function of a number of factors
including the water-cementitious materials ratio, cementitious materials type and content,
admixtures used, type and amount of aggregate, and climatic and curing conditions (RiveroVallejo and McCullough 1976). Paste is a result of more water added into the mix; the more cement
in a mix the more water is required. A well graded mix will result in less paste and, as a
consequence, lower shrinkage (Kohler and Roesler, 2006). In summary, the total shrinkage should
be kept as low as possible in CRCP to minimize volumetric changes that can lead to widely spaced
transverse cracks, adversely impacting performance.
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Heat of Hydration
The heat of hydration affects the set time, strength development, and modulus of elasticity
development. In addition, the heat of hydration contributes to the temperature increase in the
concrete during the first hours after placement. If possible, measures should be taken to reduce
excessive heat of hydration, as it can adversely affect crack spacing, crack width and CRCP
performance
2.3.2

Reinforcing Steel Properties
In CRCP, longitudinal reinforcing steel is used to hold transverse cracks tightly together,

while transverse steel serves as a support to the longitudinal steel, keeps uncontrolled longitudinal
cracks that may form held tightly and function as tie bars across longitudinal joints. Crack
formation depends on temperature, moisture and base material friction. As the slab cools and loses
moisture, it will contract. This contraction is resisted by friction with the base material. If this
frictional force becomes greater than the tensile strength of the PCC, the slab will crack and, as a
consequence, the tensile stresses will be transferred to the embedded reinforcing steel. Thus, in
order to prevent excessive crack widths, the reinforcing steel must be designed to accommodate
these stresses without significant elongation. The amount of steel is typically expressed as a
percentage of the slab cross sectional area. Transverse reinforcement content is normally less than
0.10 % of the cross-sectional area of concrete. For the typical longitudinal steel bar spacing for
various slab thicknesses and bar sizes, as a function of reinforced percentage, refer to Table 2.2.
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Pavement Slab
Thickness (in.)

Bar size
Spacing
(in.)
8
9
10
11
11.5
12
13

Table 2.2 Longitudinal Spacing Recommendations
#5

#6

5

6

7

0.77%

0.64%

0.55%

0.68%

0.57%

0.61%

0.51%

5

#8

6

7

8

9

6

7

8

9

0.92%

0.79%

0.69%

0.61%

0.99%

0.82%

0.70%

0.61%

0.88%

0.74%

0.63%

0.98%

0.87%

0.56%

0.80%

0.67%

0.57%

0.89%

0.79%

0.53%

0.77%

0.64%

0.98%

0.85%

0.76%

0.51%

0.74%

0.61%

0.93%

0.82%

0.68%

0.57%

0.86%

0.76%

0.97%

1.01%

Due to the increase in traffic loads on highway pavements, pavement engineers have been
inclined to build thicker CRCP to withstand the increased loads. For CRCP thicker than 13 in., it
is almost necessary to place two layers of reinforcing steel since a single layer of reinforcement
may not be enough to satisfy the minimum allowable bar spacing. For a 13-in or thicker CRCP in
Texas, the 2-layer reinforcement layout can be found in the TxDOT standard CRCP (2)-03. The
typical transverse steel and tie bars placement as well as the longitudinal steel placement for
different slab thicknesses, as per TxDOT recommendations, are shown in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4,
respectively.
Table 2.3 Transverse Steel Placement Recommendations (TxDOT)
Slab
Thickness
(in.)
7.0 – 7.5
8.0 – 13.0

Transverse
Steel
Bar Size

Spacing
(in.)

#5

48

Tie Bars at Longitudinal
Contraction Joint (Sec. Z-Z)
Bar Size
#5
#6

21

Spacing
(in.)
48

Tie Bars at Longitudinal
Construction Joint
(Sec. Y-Y)
Bar Size
#5
#6

Spacing
(in.)
24

Table 2.4 Longitudinal Steel Placement Recommendations (TxDOT)
Slab Thickness, t
and Bar Size
t (in.)
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
12.5
13.0

2.3.3

Bar Size

Regular Steel Bars
Spacing, C (in.)

#5

#6

6.5
6.0
9.0
8.5
8.0
7.5
7.0
6.75
6.5
6.25
6.0
5.75
5.5

First Spacing
at the Edge of
Joint
Spacing, G
(in.)

3 to 4

Additional Steel Bars at
Transverse Construction Joint
(Sec. X-X)
Length, L
Spacing, 2×C
(in.)
(in.)
13
12
18
17
16
15
14
50
13.5
13
12.5
12
11.5
11

Interaction between Concrete and Reinforcing Steel
The reinforcing steel which is embedded in the concrete slab behaves stress and strain-wise

in a different manner than the concrete. This behavior results in interfacial shear stress (bond stress)
at the interface between the deformed steel bar surface and the concrete. The magnitude of the
bond stress depends on the concrete strength and mechanical shape of the bearing face of the ribs
on the longitudinal bar. Because of the anchor and lug characteristics of the reinforcing promoting
strong bond between the concrete and the embedded steel, a bond stress will develop (Won et al.,
1991). Figure 2.3 shows the typical nonlinear bond stress distribution between concrete and steel
over a segment of cracked CRCP.
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Figure 2.3 Bond stress distribution between concrete and steel over a segment of cracked
CRCP (Won et al., 1991)
2.3.4

Supporting Layers
The base layer, located directly beneath the concrete layer, is a critical contributor to the

overall performance of CRCP systems. The main role of a base layer is to provide a uniform
support for the concrete layer, contribute to the subgrade drainage and frost protection, improve
the foundation strength, and prevent subgrade pumping (Hammons and Ioannides, 1997).
Moreover, base layers have been found to also contribute to the load resistance system. Unbonded
aggregate, cement-treated and lean concrete, stabilized asphalt, or combinations of treated and
stabilized materials have been successfully used for CRCP base types. Stabilized bases contribute
to achieving a high level of smoothness but do not guarantee performance and may cause problems
if a base is too stiff since it can fail to comfort the changes in the shape of the slabs caused by
environmental loading (curling and warping). Thus, each of these base courses must be designed
and constructed properly to avoid negative impacts on CRCP performance. Depending on local
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environment, available materials, traffic, and agency specifications, the base type may be different
for various project locations and even projects located in the same environment and agency.
Overall, stiffer (e.g., treated) bases yield better CRCP performance than untreated (e.g., granular)
bases (Tayabji et al., 1999). In particular, asphalt-treated bases have consistently provided good
field performance for CRCP in different environments.
If included, a subbase layer is primarily used to ensure a good and even foundation for the
road pavement. Subbases are usually made with lesser quality granular materials to replace soft
and compressible soils. They too can provide strength to the pavement system and offer frost and
swelling protection. The soil properties of the underlying subgrade layer affect the durability of a
road pavement and have a profound effect on the pavement performance.
2.3.5

Loading Conditions
The function of a pavement structure is to support traffic and environmental loads and

transfer them to the natural ground and to sustain them in all of the pavement life in such a way
that the road allows safe and comfortable use. Since CRCP is typically used in highway pavements,
traffic loads vary from conventional automobile loads to super heavy truck loads. Like any type of
pavement, CRCP is exposed to environmental loading conditions and as a result concrete volume
changes occur due to temperature and moisture variations. CRCP has demonstrated to withstand
high and heavy loading conditions while providing long-term success (Taylor et al., 2007).
2.3.6

Crack Development
Cracking in concrete pavements occurs when the maximum stresses exceed the concrete

strength. Initial cracking in CRCP may be due to environmentally induced temperature and
moisture gradients related to slab curling and warping. Field observations of initial or primary
cracks suggest that these cracks form within the first 3-7 days after placement of the concrete.
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Secondary cracks form due to the continuity of reinforcement (i.e., internal restraint) which
inhibits free movement of the concrete matrix after the formation of primary cracks. Stresses that
develop at this stage are referred to as restraint stresses.
Transverse Cracks
CRCP is designed to have regularly spaced cracks in the transverse direction in intervals
of 1.5 to 6 feet. These transverse cracks are expected to remain tight and are not considered
distresses. However, when these cracks widen, distresses such as raveling and spalling can occur
(Roesler et al., 2016).
Horizontal Cracks
In recent years, more attention has been shifted towards horizontal cracking in CRCP (Choi
et al., 2009 and 2011). The development of horizontal cracks in CRCP is caused when the
maximum transverse stress is larger than the maximum longitudinal stress. A study conducted by
Kim et al. (2000b), suggested that as the transverse steel spacing decreases, the transverse stress
increases and can become larger than the longitudinal stress, resulting in the formation of a new
horizontal crack. Field observations performed by Won et al., (2012) revealed that horizontal
cracking typically occurs at relatively early ages, see Figure 2.4. Therefore, it is believed that
concrete material properties, environmental conditions and reinforcing streel placement layouts,
all together, play a significant role in the formation of horizontal cracks in CRCPs.
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(a) IH-30 in Paris

(b) IH 35 in Waco

Figure 2.4 Mid-depth Horizontal Cracks (Won et al., 2012)
2.4

CRCP Design Procedure
CRCP design focuses on managing the cracking that lead to the structural distress that may

develop as a result of traffic and environmental loadings. Determining the proper combination of
slab thickness, concrete mixture constituents and properties, and steel reinforcement content and
location in CRCP design is essential to ensure that cracks are held tight to avoid major distresses
such as punchout, steel rupture and spalling.
In 2004, The National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) developed a
mechanistic-empirical method for rigid pavement design called the Mechanistic-Empirical
Pavement Design Guide (MEPDG) (AASHTO, 2004). The MEPDG design procedure for the
CRCP pavements consist of two parts: longitudinal reinforcement design and thickness design.
Longitudinal reinforcing is considered to control transverse crack spacing, which ASSHTO
recommends that allowable crack width should not exceed 0.04 inches and also recommends to
limit stress values to the 75 percentile of the ultimate tensile strength. The thickness design
procedure for CRCP is the same as the thickness design for JCP, which is based upon an extension
of the field performance models developed from the AASHTO Road Test. The approach is based
on the empirical relationship between pavement serviceability loss and the magnitude,
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configuration and repetition of traffic axle loads. This method employed a user-friendly procedure
by incorporating several issues, such as actual traffic distribution by using axle load spectra,
nonlinear temperature gradient, local environmental condition, local highway materials and
damage (crack and faulting) prediction. Many highway agencies have adopted the mechanisticempirical design guide as a state-of-the-practice tool for the design of new and rehabilitated
pavements. However, all supporting layers (base, subbase and subgrade) in a CRCP system are
typically characterized by the modulus of subgrade reaction or k-value, which assumes that the
concrete layer is resting on a spring- like foundation, i.e. Winkler foundation, and, as a
consequence, leads to a poor evaluation of the contribution that the supporting layers have on the
overall pavement system. The modulus of subgrade reaction is expressed in units of pounds per
square inch per inch (psi/in) and is often stated as pounds per cubic inch (pci). The k-value is
determined by means of a plate load test in accordance with AASHTO T 122 and ASTM D 1996:
Nonrepetitive Static Tests of Soils and Flexible Pavement Components, for Use in Evaluation and
Design of Airport and Highway Pavements (Hein et al., 2017).
2.5

Mechanistic Modeling of CRCP
Developed in the mid 1970’s, software CRCP-1 was the first mechanistic computer

program with the capability to evaluate the effects of continuous pavement design variables under
traffic and environmental loads (McCullough et al., 1975). An enhanced version of the program,
CRCP-4, was the first computer program able to predict the performance of CRCP pavements in
terms of transverse crack spacing and width, and steel stress (Won et al., 1991). By 1992, CRCP7 included a two-dimensional FE model, shown in Figure 2.5, which incorporated the variations
in temperature and moisture changes occurring through the depth of the concrete (Suh et al., 1992).
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Figure 2.5 2-D FE Model of CRCP (Kim et al., 2001)
In 1998, TxDOT funded the development of CRCP-9, which incorporated two and threedimensional FE models to predict the crack spacing using the Monte Carlo simulation method and
a failure prediction model developed using probability theories (Kim et al., 2000a). CRCP-9
analyzes the stresses due to curling and warping of the concrete slab by considering the variations
in temperature and drying shrinkage through the depth of the concrete slab. One limitation of
CRCP-9 is the calculation of wheel load stresses using the Westergaard equations instead of the
FE method. Software CRCP-10 was developed to obtain more realistic wheel load stresses that
considered the effect of the moving dynamic tandem axle loads (Won and McCullough, 2001).
The dynamic tandem axle loads were calculated by defining relevant variables, such as the load
geometry and load time history, and by assuming that the loads are moving, each loaded area is
rectangular, and the critical stress is induced by multiple wheels in a tandem axle and their dynamic
variations (Kim et al., 2001).
The CRCP-9 and 10 computer programs discretize the concrete layer using threedimensional brick elements and the reinforcing steel is modeled using beam elements. The
underlying layers are modeled as vertical spring elements (Winkler foundation) and the frictional
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resistance between the concrete layer and foundation layers is modeled using horizontal springs.
The bond stress-slip relation between the concrete and base layer is shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6 Bond stress-slip relation between concrete and base (Kim et al., 2000b)
The interaction between the concrete and the reinforcing steel is modeled using
longitudinal spring elements. The stiffness of the spring element is obtained by multiplying the
positive slope of the curve shown in Figure 2.7 times the contact area between concrete and steel.

Figure 2.7 Bond Stress-Slip Relation between Concrete and Steel (Kim et al., 2000b)
TxDOT's current design procedure for CRCP, TxCRCP-ME, makes use of the
mechanistic-empirical (M-E) design procedures that combines the elements of mechanical
modeling from the CRCP-9 and 10 computer programs and performance observations in
determining the required pavement thickness for a set of design conditions. TxCRCP-ME Design
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Program was developed by researchers from Texas Tech University (TTU) and the University of
Texas at Austin (UT), which consists of a Excel spreadsheet that determines CRCP performance
(punch-outs per mile) based on user inputs for location, traffic, concrete properties and support
layers (Ha et al., 2011 and 2012). The FE-based mechanistic model used for the development of
TxCRCP-ME simulates the behavior of concrete pavements by using three-dimensional solid
elements to model the reinforcing steel and the concrete. The interaction between the concrete and
the reinforcing steel is considered by modeling the contact area using an 8-node plane quadrilateral
interface element. The zero-thickness interface element, which is equivalent to a series of spring
elements, was placed between the faces of concrete and the reinforcing steel elements. The
interface element represents the relationship between the traction and the relative displacements
across the interface and is defined using Kim et al., 2000b bond-slip behavior between concrete
and reinforcing steel, previously shown in Figure 2.7. Numerical analyses were conducted using
ABAQUS 6.7, an all-purpose FE computer program, to determine the composite modulus of
subgrade reaction, composite k-value, at the top of the base layer (Ha et al., 2011). The supporting
layers were modeled using two different models, an elastic-isotropic solid model and the Winkler
model. The base layer was characterized by elastic solid elements and the subgrade was modeled
by a set of springs, which have coefficient k, effective modulus of subgrade reaction. Static
pressure was applied on the top surface of the base layer with a 30-in diameter load to measure the
average deflection corresponding to the applied pressure load between the center and edge of the
loaded area. The composite k-value is calculated by dividing the magnitude of the applied pressure
load by the average vertical deflections. Finally, the computed composite k is directly used to
determine and evaluate the behavior and performance of the concrete pavement system. A series
of static plate load tests were simulated for diverse combinations of support layer properties and
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were estimated by performing a regression analysis using the SPSS computer program, a software
package used for interactive or batched statistical analysis, to account for various foundation
combinations. A fundamental limitation of TxCRCP-ME is that the approach involved to define
the concrete layer’s thickness does not take into consideration the material properties of each
supporting layer individually. Several case studies presented later in this manuscript have
determined that the material properties and assigned thickness of each foundation layer,
particularly the base layer, have a significant impact on the response of the concrete layer. These
studies determined that in some cases the concrete layer thickness could be decreased by as much
as 4 inches, depending on the pavement structure and loading conditions, if the base layer is
stabilized (more rigid) or if the base layer’s thickness is increased and in some cases a combination
of both.
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Chapter 3: Evaluation of the Finite Element Models in RPAS
A series of modeling efforts, including the enhancements presented in this dissertation,
have accumulated into the development of the most current version of RPAS. Prior to the
description of the new 3-D foundation and contact models, it is important to understand the existing
FE modeling approach of each pavement layer in RPAS as well as the current modeling approach
of the contact between pavement layers. It is also important to understand the programming
language used to solve the numerical expressions of each FE model.
3.1

Programming Tool
MATLAB® is a numerical computing environment with a proprietary scripting language

developed by MathWorks, which makes the process of creating vector-based algorithms very
efficient. Moreover, the computational environment’s built-in capabilities include the very
efficient handling of matrix and vector operations on which the FE method is based. For these
reasons, it was determined that the first version of RPAS (NYSLAB) should be developed in
MATLAB. Since then, all of the enhancements made to RPAS, including the ones presented in
this research, have been developed using the same tool.
3.2

Finite Element Model of the Concrete Layer
There is no explicit limit in the number of pavement layers that can be modeled in RPAS

and no limit in the number of jointed slabs that can be included in an analysis. The limits are only
those introduced by the resources available in the computer being used. Concrete slabs are
discretized using the nine-node isoparametric quadrilateral element as shown in Figure 3.1. Each
element has five degrees of freedom (DOF) per node to account for three translation displacements
u, v and w and two in-plane rotational displacements θx and θy (totaling 45 DOFs per element).
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Figure 3.1 Numbering of 9-Node Isoparametric Quadrilateral Element
For the node numbering and coordinate system shown in the figure above, the Lagrange
quadratic interpolation functions are given as follows:
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(3-1)

For isoparametric elements, Eq. 3-1 is used to transform the coordinates of an element in
the real coordinate system into an equivalent element in the natural coordinate system as follows:
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m

x = ∑ N iT (ξ ,η ) xie

m

y = ∑ N iT (ξ ,η ) yie

and

(3-2)

i =1

i =1

The strain tensor in each element contains the derivatives of interpolation function Ni with
respect to the global coordinates (x, y). The relationship between the derivatives of Ni with respect
to real and natural coordinates can be obtained by using the chain rule of partial differentiation as,
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The transformation matrix in Eq. 3-3 is called the Jacobian matrix and its determinant must be
positive in order to have a nonsingular system. The Jacobian matrix can be expressed in terms of
the global coordinates as,
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The derivatives of interpolation functions with respect to the real coordinates are defined as:
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The Gauss-Legendre quadratic method is used for numerical integration over a two-dimensional
element domain. The location of each Gauss point on a nine-node element is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Location of the Nine Gauss Points
3.2.1

First-Order Shear Deformation Laminated Plate Theory
When two or more pavement layers are modeled, the interface between them can be

considered either bonded or unbonded. In bonded slabs, shear stresses can be transferred through
their interface and no sliding or separation can occur between them. Bonded pavement layers are
modeled as plate elements using the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT), also known as
Mindlin laminated plate theory. In this theory, the principle of virtual displacements is used to
derive the equilibrium equations in terms of the stress resultants and then the stress resultants are
express in terms of the displacement using elastic constitutive relations. Consider a laminated plate
composed of n orthotropic layers which are completely bonded together with a total thickness of
h = h1 + h2 +…+ hn, as shown in Figure 3.3. The coordinate system is chosen such that the x-y
plane coincides with the middle plane of the laminate and the z-axis is perpendicular to that midplane.
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Figure 3.3 Geometry of the laminated plates
For each arbitrary point (u, v, w) in the laminate after deformation, as depicted in Figure
3.4, the displacement field is given by

u (=
x , y , z ) u0 ( x , y ) + z θ x ( x , y )
v (=
x, y, z ) v0 ( x, y ) + z θ y ( x, y )

(3-6)

w ( x, y, z ) = w0 ( x, y )
where (u0, v0, w0) are the displacements at a point in the laminate at mid-plane, θx and θy are the
rotations about y and x, respectively and z represents the distance from the mid-plane to a point in
the laminate. In the FSDT theory, the transverse normal does not remain perpendicular to the midplane after deformation. That is θx and θy are not equal to the derivatives of transverse deflection.
Thus, it is important to note that the rotational displacements do not follow the right-hand rule for
the following calculations. If the right-hand rule was to be considered, then the rotations about the
x and y axes would need to be expresses as -θy and θx, respectfully.
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Figure 3.4 Undeformed and Deformed Edges in the FSDT Theory
Assuming a linear variation through the thickness of each individual plate, the strain tensor
consisting of the membrane strains and flexural strains can be written as,
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(3-7)

Where, as assumed, strains (εxx, εyy , γxy) are linear through each plate thickness, while the transverse
shear strains (γzy, γyz) are constant through the thickness of the laminate.
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Solving the Equations of Equilibrium
The static governing equations of the FSDT are derived by applying the principle of virtual
displacement as,

0 = ∫ (δ U + δ W ) d Ω

(3-8)

Ω

where the virtual strain energy δU, and the virtual work done by the applied forces δW, are given
by,
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+ zδθ x ) + qxy (δ v0 + zδθ y ) + qxzδ w 0  dzdy

+ zδθ x ) + q yy (δ v0 + zδθ y ) + q yzδ w 0  dzdx

(3-10)

where σxx, σyy, σxy, σxz, and σyz are the in-plane stresses acting on the laminate and qzz, qxx, qyy, qxy,
qxz, and qyz are the distributed loads applied to the laminate.
By substituting Eq. 3-9 and 3-10 into the virtual work equation (Eq. 3-8) and by setting the
coefficients (δu0, δv0, δw0, δθx, δθy) to zero, the equations of equilibrium can be expressed as,
∂N xx ∂N xy
+
=
0
∂x
∂y
∂N xy
∂x

+

∂N yy
∂y

(3-11)

(3-12)

=
0
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∂Vx ∂Vy
0
+
+q =
∂x
∂y

−Vx +

−Vy +

(3-13)

∂M xx ∂M xy
+
=
0
∂x
∂y
∂M xy
∂x

+

∂M yy
∂y

(3-14)

(3-15)

=
0

where Nxx, Nyy, and Nxy denote the in-plane force resultants, Mxx, Myy and Mxy the denote moment
resultants, Vx and Vy are the out of plane shear forces resultant, and q is the distributed load applied
to the laminate.
Using the constitutive equation of a laminated plate composed of n orthotropic layers and
Hooke’s law, the resultant forces and moments in a matrix form can be expresses as,
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=
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(3-16)

(3-17)

(3-18)

where Aij are the extensional stiffness, Dij are the bending stiffness, Bij are the bending-extensional
coupling stiffness, and Asij are the shear stiffness, which are defined in terms of stiffness and
thickness of each layer assuming isotropic material properties.
By applying the principle of virtual displacement and expanding the laminate equilibrium
equations, the FE model of the FSDT theory for the linear and static case is as obtained as follows:

 K e  {U e } = { F e }

(3-19)
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If Eq. 3-19 is expressed in terms of each DOF in the system, then:
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(3-20)

where F and FT represent the external applied loads and the thermal loads, respectively. The
elements for the sub-matrices [Kαβ] for α = 1,2, …, 5, and their numerical integral expressions are
defined using the Gauss quadrature method and Eq. 3-1 to 3-5 previously obtained (ZokaeiAshtiani 2014).
3.2.2

Review of the Concrete Layer Model
One advantage of discretizing the concrete layer using plate elements is that the number of

elements generated during the meshing process are reduced as opposed to modeling the concrete
layer using solid elements. This approach has been commonly used for modeling JCP systems and
has proven very successful (refer to Section 2.1.1). In the case of CRCP, the plate elements in
RPAS have the capability of modeling the concrete layer with a composite modulus of elasticity
to characterize the concrete and reinforcing steel material properties. For instance, a long slab
(continuous) composed of the 9-node plate elements can be used to model the concrete layer of a
CRCP system that is subjected to traffic or environmental loading conditions. Then, the system
can easily be solved using the FE algorithms described above. However, the solution is limited to
only providing the horizontal stresses and strains in the concrete layer and not the reinforcing steel.
To take advantage of the capabilities of the plate elements used in RPAS, it was decided
that an initial CRCP analysis of a “long slab” using the plate elements on top of a 3-D foundation
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will be executed to predict the state of stress of the entire or “large-scale” system. The responses
obtained within a defined area of interest will then be transferred as prescribed boundary conditions
into a reduced 3-D CRCP model for the analysis of the stresses, strains and deflections pertaining
to the concrete and the reinforcing steel. The development of the CRCP model is described in
Chapter 6.
3.3

Load Vectors
RPAS has the capability of modeling any arbitrary multi-wheel loading configuration and

thermal profiles.
3.3.1

Wheel Loads in RPAS
The mathematical model used for a wheel load analysis transfers the wheel load through

the contact patch between the wheel and the concrete layer (Bryum et al., 2011). The contact patch
is assumed to be rectangular with a uniform load across the area. Since the wheel’s patch may not
necessarily fall within a single 9-node slab element, and more than likely the patch will span over
more than one slab element, the wheel loads are simulated as a series of equivalent point loads.
For this reason, in RPAS, the rectangular wheel patch is treated as a 9-node rectangular element
with the wheel load divided into nine concentrated loads that coincide with the nine nodal points.
The intensity of these loads can be calculated as,

Ftr = ∫∫ N T p dA

( 3-21)

A

where N is the interpolation function similar to the interpolation function used for the plate
elements in Eq. 3-1 and p is the wheel contact pressure. These point loads are then transferred to
the plate elements as nodal loads using the corresponding shape functions as described in ZokaeiAshtiani (2014).
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3.3.2

Thermal Loads in RPAS
The thermal profile through the thickness of the concrete slab is represented as a cubic

function that can be fitted by considering the temperature at four difference points through the slab
depth. This order of polynomial was considered suitable for modeling thermal effects, since
temperature measurements are typically taken at four points across the thickness of the slabs at
field test sites (Yu et al., 1998). Assuming that the origin is located at mid-plane of the slab, the
temperature gradient is defined as,
(3-22)

∆T = a0 + a1 z + a2 z 2 + a3 z 3

where the ai is the field data measured at depth i at a specific pavement site.
The resultant thermal forces and thermal moments for each laminated plate can be
expressed as,
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(3-24)

k =1 zk

where Q is the stiffness components as a function of modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio and

α is the coefficient of thermal expansion for each layer in the n-layer laminate. The total laminate
constitutive equations can be expressed as,

 { N }  [ A]
=

 
{M } [ B ]

[ B ]  {ε } −  { NT } 
[ D ] {ε 1}  {M T }
0

(3-25)

where matrices N and M are the total resultant force and moment vectors in the laminate. Matrices
A, B and D were defined in the previous section.
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3.4

Finite Element Model of Supporting Layers
Two foundation models are included in RPAS to idealize the behavior of the foundation

system: Winkler and Vlasov. In this section, the FE models of the foundation types used in RPAS
will be described. The capabilities and limitations of each model are also documented.
3.4.1

Winkler Foundation Model
When the Winkler model is used in RPAS, all supporting layers (base, subbase and

subgrade) are converted into a single modulus of subgrade reaction or k-value, as shown in Figure
3.5.

Figure 3.5 Winkler Foundation as Modeled in RPAS
The Winkler foundation is discretized using the 18-node element in Figure 3.6. Each node
has one DOF associated with the vertical deflection, w. The top nodes represent the surface of the
foundation system or top of base layer and the bottom nodes represent the bottom surface of the
foundation system or the surface of the bedrock. It is important to note that the slab (plate) and
foundation elements do not share nodes. The modeling of contact between the slab and foundation
will be explain in the next section.
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Figure 3.6 18-Node Winkler Foundation Element
The Winkler contribution to the stiffness matrix for the element above is equivalent to the
one-layer Vlasov foundation model with a zero-shear parameter and is calculated as follows,

[ Kk ]

e

= k ∫∫ BkT Bk dA

(3-26)

A

where

Bk = [ 0 0 N1 0 0 0 0 N 2 0 0 ]

(3-27)

and k is the modulus of subgrade reaction and is calculated using the back-calculation methods:
AREA method (Hall et al., 1997) and the Best-fit method (Hall, 1992; Khazanovich, 2001;
Ioannides, 1990). The shape functions N are the same isoparametric interpolation function used
for the plate element discussed in the previous section. Recalling that in RPAS each node has 5
DOFs, then the total element Winkler stiffness matrix is calculated as,

[ Kk ]

e

K
= k
− Kk

−Kk 
K k  90×90

(3-28)
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3.4.2

Vlasov Foundation Model
There is no explicit limit of foundation layers that can be modeled using the Vlasov model

in RPAS. The same 18-node element configuration used in the Winkler model (see Figure 3.6) is
used in this model except that the shear interaction between spring elements, shear stiffness τ, in
each foundation layer is also considered in addition to the normal stiffness k. Vlasov parameters k
and τ, depend on the elastic properties if the soil material, the thickness of the soil layer and the
vertical deformation mode shape φ. Mode shape φ is a function of coefficient γ, which is
determined based upon the area of the vertical deflection basin and the area of the gradient of the
vertical deflection basin of a plate subjected to external load q.
The total strain energy in the plate (Πp) and in the foundation (Πs) can be expresses as
T
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(3-29)

T

 ∂w ∂w 
1  ∂w ∂w 
+ ∫ ,
 2τ  ,
 dA
2 Ωe  ∂x ∂y 
 ∂x ∂y 
where Ωe is the domain of a plate element and D is the plate flexural rigidity. The first part of the
e

equation above gives the conventional element stiffness matrix of the plate [ k p ], differentiation of
the second integral with respect to the nodal parameters yields a matrix [ kke ], which accounts for
the axial strain effect in the soil, and the differentiation of the last integral yields to another matrix
[ kτe ], which represents the shear effect in the soil. Therefore, the total strain energy of a plate
elements and the foundation can be written as,
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1
T
{we }  k pe  +  kke  +  kτe  {we }
2

(

=
∏e

)

(3-30)

where we is the element nodal displacement. Thus, the stiffness matrix for one element of the platesoil system is,

 k e  =  k pe  +  kke  +  kτe 

(3-31)

One-Layer Vlasov Model
The one-layer Vlasov foundation assumes that each layer has a constant thickness and that
the foundation cross section is constant through the layer’s thickness. Celik and Saygun (1999)
developed an FE model by combining the stiffness of the plate element into the stiffness of the
foundation element. In that model, the effect of the surrounding soil was considered by modeling
limited soil region outside of the plate edges. Using this approach in RPAS, the foundation layer
is extended beyond the slab edges. Depending on the geometry of the pavement system, the width
of the extended region may range between 6 and 10 ft. (Carrasco et al., 2011).
The equilibrium equation of a plate on a one-layer foundation is written as,
(3-32)

D∇ 4 w − 2τ∇ 2 w + k w =
q

where,
2
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k = ∫ E   dz
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 ∂z 

(3-33)

H

2τ = ∫ Gφ 2 dz

(3-34)

0

and mode shape φ and coefficient γ are expressed as,
z 

sinh γ 1 − 
 H
φ ( z) =
sinh γ

(3-35)
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n
m

γ =H

(3-36)

where H is the total thickness of the foundation system, i.e. H = h1 +h2 for a two-layer foundation
system, and m and n are defined as follows:
m=∫

+∞

∫

−∞

=
n
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+∞
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−∞
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(3-37)

2

(3-38)

G ∇ w dxdy

An iterative process takes place in RPAS to estimate the Vlasov foundation parameters
using the approach provided by Buczkowski and Torbacki (2001), Vallabhan and Daloglu (1999),
Straughan (1990), Vlasov and Leont’ev (1966) and Turhan (1990). In that process, the coefficient
𝛾𝛾 is initially set and then used to determine initial k and 2τ. When the initial soil parameters are

obtained, RPAS is employed to solve the equilibrium system of pavement structure (Eq. 3-32) and
the vertical deflection and the gradient of the vertical deflection are obtained. Then, the updated
value of 𝛾𝛾 is calculated using Eq. 3-36 by applying new values for m and n from Eq. 3-37 and 3-

38. The process is repeated until the difference between 𝛾𝛾 in the following iteration is less than a
small acceptable error.

The axial stiffness of the one-layer foundation can be determined by minimizing the axial
terms of the potential energy of the total foundation system as follows:
T
1
∏ k = ∫  w ( x, y )  k  w ( x, y )  dA
2 Ωe

[ Kk ]

e

=

(3-39)

∂ 2 ( ∏k )

(3-40)

∂ wi ∂ w j

The vertical displacements w at each point of the foundation domain with the interpolated element
nodal value can now be express as,
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9

w = ∑ N i wi

(3-41)

i =1

where N is the interpolation function similar to the one used for the plate elements in Eq. 3-1. Then
stiffness matrix can be express as ,

[ Kk ]

e

= k ∫∫ BkT Bk dA

(3-42)

A

where Bk is derived as,

Bk = [ 0 0 N1 0 0 0 0 N 2 0 0 ]

(3-43)

Using nine Gauss integral points, the axial stiffness matrix of the foundation in the local coordinate
system can be derived as,
+1 +1
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j

where Wi and Wj are the weight factors of the nine quadrature Gauss points.
By minimizing the terms of the total potential energy corresponding to the foundation shear
stiffness, the shear stiffness of the one-layer Vlasov foundation can be derived as,

[ Kτ ]

e

= 2τ ∫∫ BτT Bτ dA

(3-45)

A

where,

0 0
T
Bτ = 
0 0


∂N1
∂x
∂N1
∂y

∂N 2
∂x
∂N 2
∂y

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


0 0 

0 0 


(3-46)

Using the nine Gauss integral points, the shear stiffness matrix of the foundation in the local
coordinate system is derived as follows:

[ Kτ ]ij
e

+1 +1

2=
τ ∫ ∫ Bτ Bτ det Jdξ dη
−1 −1

T

9

9

∑∑WW Bτ (ξ ,η ) ( 2τ ) Bτ (ξ ,η ) det J (ξ ,η )

=i 1 =i 1

i

j

T

i
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j

i

j

i

j

(3-47)

Equations 3-44 and 3-47 represent the integration over the horizontal cross section of the element.
The total foundation element stiffness Kf matrix, for one-layer foundation, is then calculated as,
e
 K + Kτ
 K f  =  k
 −Kk

3.4.3

−Kk 
K k  90×90

(3-48)

Review of the Foundation Models
A drawback of using the Winkler model is that the analysis is limited to providing only the

vertical responses (vertical stress, strain and deflection) at the top of the base layer. Therefore, the
model is not capable of providing responses at any specific depth of the foundation layers.
Furthermore, the back-calculation methods used to determine the stiffness k are only an
approximation and are dependent on the assumptions made to address the limitations presented in
each method. Moreover, the Winkler foundation model is incapable of capturing the foundation
deformation beyond the edge of the slab, which can cause a significant effect on edge stresses and
deformations of the PCC slab.
Unlike the Winkler model, the Vlasov model includes shear interactions between soil
elements, which can capture the decaying foundation deformation away from loading points.
However, when the Vlasov model is used, vertical and horizontal responses are calculated only at
the surface of up to two supporting layers. Similar to the Winkler model, the Vlasov model does
not have the capability of providing detailed foundation responses at any specific depth other than
the top of each foundation layer modeled, which makes the model inadequate to determine the
impact that certain foundation types have on rigid pavements. It is therefore evident that a new
foundation model must be developed in RPAS that is capable of considering the contribution of
the material properties of each supporting layer independently. This new foundation model must
be based on 3-D elements to allow the calculation of responses at any given depth in the
foundation. The development of this 3-D foundation model is introduced in Chapter 4.
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3.5

Finite Element Model of the Contact between Pavement Layers
RPAS models the interaction between pavement layers by using the isoparametric 18-node

“interface element” shown in Figure 3.7, which is compatible with the plate and the foundation
elements used in RPAS to model the concrete slab and the supporting layers, respectively.

Figure 3.7 18-node Interface Element
The constitutive model used for the interaction between pavement layers is based on the
Mohr-Coulomb slip rule, which correlated the tangential traction to the normal traction at each
point in contact by incorporating a coefficient of friction. The constitutive relation for the normal
traction and the tangential traction are shown in Figure 3.8. Constant penalty parameters, k1 and
k2, define the stiffness in the constitutive equation for the normal traction. The coefficients k3 and
k4 are also penalty parameters corresponding to the tangential stiffness at the interface of the
contacting surfaces before and after slip.
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(b) Tangential Traction Plot

(a) Normal Traction Plot

Figure 3.8 Constitutive Relation for the Normal and Tangential Traction between
Pavement Layers
For the case of two plates in contact, ∆V represents the relative tangential displacement
between the bottom surface of the top plate and the top surface of the bottom plate. Recall that in
the FE modeling of laminates, the nodal points in each element are defines at mid-plane of the
laminate. The interface elements nodal points were created such that they coincide with the
laminate element nodes. Then components of ∆v in the x and y directions with respect to the plate
rotations can be written as,

∆Vx = Vxt − Vxb = (U xt − φxt ht ) − (U xb − φxb hb )

(3-49)

∆Vy = Vyt − Vyb = (U yt − φ yt ht ) − (U yb − φ yb hb )

(3-50)

where superscript t denotes the top plate and superscript b denotes the bottom plate, Ux and Uy are
the mid-plane displacements in the x and y directions and h is the distance between the midplane
of the plate to the contact surface.
The frictional traction and frictional moments at the top and bottom surface of the interface
element are written as follows,
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Fxb = − Fxt

(3-51)

M xt = − Fxt ht

(3-52)

M xb = Fxb hb

(3-53)

The same procedure as the plate-plate contact can be applied to determine the contact
constitutive equation, except that when the interface element is between the Winkler or Vlasov
foundation and the bottom laminate, hb is set to zero because these foundation models do not have
in-plane degrees of freedom. The total constitutive relation, consisting of the normal and tangential
components of the interface element for the contact of two surfaces, can be written as,

F=

( Ds + Dns ) ∆U + ( H + I ) G

(3-54)

where Ds and Dns represent the contact stiffness matrices, ∆U is the vector of relative
displacements, H and I represent the gap vectors and G is the gap between the two surfaces.
Since the algebraic system of equations of the interface elements is nonlinear, an iterative
procedure was implemented in RPAS to obtain the solution of the system. In that procedure,
convergence is obtained when there is no change produced in the state of contact or slip in two
consecutive iterations and when the difference in the tangential displacements is less than an
acceptable error between the two iterations. For nodes that lose their contact, the convergence will
fail. The detailed iterative procedure can be found in Zokaei-Ashtiani (2014) dissertation.
3.5.2

Review of the Interface Model
The interface model was tested by running several pavement cases in RPAS. Those cases

varied in the number of pavement layers, bonded or unbonded slabs, and foundation models as
well as in concrete and foundation material properties. In that study, the complex iterative process
for solving the interface system of nonlinear equations not always converged for certain pavement
structures. Moreover, a correlation between the failed cases and the pavement properties could not
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be established. Therefore, it was determined that a new contact model capable of considering any
pavement structure configuration was required. The development of the new contact model will
be described in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4: Development of the 3-D Foundation Model
The foundation models available in RPAS were described in the previous Chapter and their
limitations to accurately consider the contribution of all layers in a JCP and CRCP system were
discussed. Since the use of one or two-parameter foundation models in RPAS limits the accurate
analysis of multiple supporting layers, a 3D solid foundation model was developed. This method,
in comparison to the use of subgrade reaction k, uses the moduli (modulus of elasticity and Poisson
ratio) for each supporting layer. Furthermore, this method allows for the calculation of responses
at any depth for each foundation layer.
4.1

Selection of the 27-Node Element
Since it is of great interest in this research to develop a foundation model that is capable of

accurately capturing the responses of the soil at any desired depth, it was proposed that a second
order element be used to model each supporting layer in a rigid pavement system. First order
elements normally require a larger number of nodes to obtain accurate results compared to second
order elements and although second order elements are relatively more computationally expensive,
they often yield a more accurate solutions for the same number of nodes. Upon a review of the
different second order element types, i.e. 20-node versus 27-node element (Danielson and
O’Daniel, 2010), it was decided that the 27-node hexahedral element was the most suitable for
modeling the foundation layers since the number of nodes at the surface of the 27-node element (9
nodes) coincides with the number of nodes in the plate elements used to model the concrete slabs
(see Figure 4.1), making the process of assembling the equations of equilibrium less complex.
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Figure 4.1 Geometry of the Contact between Plate and 3-D Foundation Elements
For the 27-node element, there are a total of 81 element DOFs, 3 DOFs for horizontal
(longitudinal and transverse) and vertical translations per node. The node numbering and
coordinate system of the element are shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Numbering of the 27-node Hexahedral Element
(node 27 at origin of ξ, η, ζ coordinates)
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4.2

General Form of Finite Element Equations

4.2.1

Weak Form Equilibrium Equation
The weak form for an elasticity problem is derived by starting with the stress equilibrium

equations rather than using the differential equations in terms of the displacements. This approach
makes the algebraic manipulations in deriving the weak form easier than when the displacement
form is used. The weak form in terms of the stresses can be constructed by the following
differential equations:
∂σ x ∂τ xy ∂τ xz
+
+
+ bx =
0
∂x
∂y
∂z

∂τ yx

∂σ y

∂τ yz

(4-1)

0
+ by =

(4-2)

∂τ zx ∂τ zy ∂σ z
0
+
+
+ bz =
∂x
∂y
∂z

(4-3)

∂x

+

∂y

+

∂z

where bx, by and bz represent the body forces distributed over the entire volume of the solid.
Denoting the weight functions by wx, wy and wz, multiplying each equation by its weighting
function, integrating over the volume, and adding all three terms above, the total weighted
residual is as follows:

 ∂σ x ∂τ xy ∂τ xz

 ∂τ yx ∂σ y ∂τ yz

+
+
+ bx wx + 
+
+
+ by  w y
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂y
∂z

 ∂x


∫∫∫ 
V

∂τ zy ∂σ z
 ∂τ

0
+  zx +
+
+ bz  wz dV =
∂y
∂z
 ∂x


(4-4)

Using the Green-Gauss theorem, the following weak form is obtained:

∫∫∫ σ
V

x

∂w
 ∂w ∂w
∂wx
∂w
+ σ y y + σ z z + τ xy  x + y
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂x
 ∂y


 ∂wy ∂wz
+
 + τ yz 
∂y

 ∂z
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 ∂wx ∂wz 
+
 + τ xz 
 dV
∂x 
 ∂z


(4-5)

By interpreting the weighting functions as virtual displacements, their derivatives can be
interpreted as virtual strains as follows:
∂wy

∂wx
= εx ;
∂x
∂wx ∂wy
τ xy ;
+
=
∂y
∂x

∂y

∂wy
∂z

+

∂wz
= εz
∂z

= εy ;

∂wz
=
τ yz ;
∂y

∂wx ∂wz
+
=
τ xz
∂z
∂x

(4-6)

(4-7)

Substituting the above equations and then substituting the applied forces, qx, qy and qz, the weak
form becomes simple statement of the principle of virtual displacement as,

∫∫∫ (σ ε

x x

+ σ yε y + σ z ε z + τ xyγ xy + τ yz γ yz + τ xz γ zx ) dV

(4-8)

V

=

∫∫ ( q w
x

S

x

+ q y wy + qz wz ) dS + ∫∫∫ ( bx wx + by wy + bz wz ) dV

(4-9)

V

4.2.2 Interpolation Function and Numerical Integration
For the node numbering and coordinate system previously shown in Figure 4.2, the
concise shape functions are given by the following:
For vertex nodes:
1
N i =(1 + ξξi )(1 + ηηi )(1 + ζζ i ) ,
8

i=
1, 2, ,8

(4-10)

For mid-edge nodes:

(4-11)

For mid-face nodes:
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(4-12)

For the interior node:
(1 − ξ 2 )(1 − η 2 )(1 − ζ 2 ),
Ni =

(4-13)

27
i=

Expansion of the 1-D Gauss quadrature to 3-D integrals follows the same line of reasoning
as for the 2-D case. The integration region must now consist of a 3×3×3 cube with the origin at the
center. The integration point scheme for the 3×3×3 Gauss cube is shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 3×3×3 Integration Point Scheme in Hexahedral Elements
The 3-D Gauss quadrature points can be derived by evaluating the following integral,
I ≈∫

1

1

1

∫ ∫ φ (ξ ,η , ζ ) dξ dη dζ

(4-14)

−1 −1 −1

Taking m points in the ξ direction, n points in the η direction and p points in the ζ direction, the
m×n×p Gauss quadrature for volume integration is as follows:
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m

n

p

I ≈ ∑∑∑ wi w j wkφ (ξi ,η j , ζ k )

(4-15)

=i 1 =j 1 =
k 1

Table 4.1 shows the locations and weights of the 3-D Gauss quadrature points for the 27-node
element.
Table 4.1 3 × 3 × 3 Quadrature Point Locations and Weights

4.2.3

Points

ξi

ηj

ζk

wi × wj × wk

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

-0.774597
-0.774597
-0.774597
-0.774597
-0.774597
-0.774597
-0.774597
0.774597
0.774597
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.774597
0.774597
0.774597
0.774597
0.774597
0.774597
0.774597
0.774597
0.774597

-0.774597
-0.774597
-0.774597
0
0
0
0.774597
0.774597
0.774597
-0.774597
-0.774597
-0.774597
0
0
0
0.774597
0.774597
0.774597
-0.774597
-0.774597
-0.774597
0
0
0
0.774597
0.774597
0.774597

-0.774597
0
0.774597
-0.774597
0
0.774597
-0.774597
0
0.774597
0.774597
0
0.774597
-0.774597
0
0.774597
-0.774597
0
0.774597
0.774597
0
0.774597
-0.774597
0
0.774597
-0.774597
0
0.774597

0.171468
0.274348
0.171468
0.274348
0.438957
0.274348
0.171468
0.274348
0.171468
0.274348
0.438957
0.274348
0.438957
0.702332
0.438957
0.274348
0.438957
0.274348
0.171468
0.274348
0.171468
0.274348
0.438957
0.274348
0.171468
0.274348
0.171468

Finite Element Equations
It is important to recall that 5 DOFs are considered in RPAS to support the element types

used, three translation DOFs u, v and w and two in-plane rotation DOFs θx and θy. Arranging the
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terms by their corresponding DOFs so that they are grouped together and so that they coincide
with the DOFs arrangement in RPAS, the displacement equation can be written as follows:

(4-16)

From the assumed solution the element strain vector can be computed by appropriate
differentiation as follow:

(4-17)

Finally, the element stiffness matrix can be obtained by

k = ∫∫∫ BDBT dV

(4-18)

V

where D is the material property matrix and is written as follows:
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(4-19)

where E is the Young’s modulus and ν is the Poisson’s ratio.
4.2.4

Verification of the 27-Node Hexahedral Element Algorithms
To verify the algorithms and code implemented to define the 27-node element in RPAS, a

cantilever beam model subjected to five different free end loads was developed and the maximum
deflections and maximum bending stresses were compared against the analytical solution of each
load case. Figure 4.4 illustrates the 20-in. long beam with a cross sectional area of 4 in. by 4 in. as
modeled in RPAS. The cantilever beam was assigned an elastic modulus of 5,000 psi and a
Poisson’s ration of 0.35 and the free end load varied from 2 to 10 lb with 2-in. increments. The
size of the element was selected to be 1 in. in the longitudinal, transverse and vertical directions
(unit size element), for a total of 40 elements per load analysis.
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Figure 4.4 Cantilever Beam as Modeled in RPAS
The maximum vertical deflection for each load case was solved analytically using the
typical deflection equations for a cantilever beam,

∆ max

PL3
=
3EI

(4-20)

where P is the applied load at the free end, the beam length L = 20 in., the moment of inertia I =
21.33 in.4, and Young’s modulus E = 5,000 psi. Similarly, the maximum bending stress can be
calculated by the following:

σ b ,max =

M max c
I

(4-21)

where the maximum moment M = P× L and the centroid distance c = 2 in. Figure 4.5 demonstrates
the comparison of the maximum deflections and the maximum bending stresses for the different
load cases obtained from RPAS (numerical solution) and from the analytical solution.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5 Comparison between RPAS (Numerical) and Analytical Solutions
As expected, the maximum deflection increases linearly with each load increment. For the
10 lb. load case, RPAS determined a maximum deflection of 0.26 in. and the analytical solution
determined a maximum deflection of 0.25 in. A 3% difference was observed between the
numerical and analytical maximum displacement for each load case. The maximum bending stress
is expected to increase as the load increases and that positive correlation is also observed in the
RPAS and analytical solutions. For the same 10 lb. load case, a maximum bending stress of 17.9
psi and 18.75 psi were obtained from RPAS and the analytical equations, respectively. A 4%
difference between the numerical and analytical maximum bending stress was observed for each
load case. Based on the results, it can be concluded that the FE algorithms for the 27-node element
were adequately implemented in RPAS.
4.3

Convergence Study
RPAS has the capability of generating uniform and non-uniform meshes with any level of

refinement, as shown in Figure 4.6. The non-uniform mesh is automatically generated in the model
by increasing the number of elements in the region close to the point of application of the vehicle
loads and on the edges of the slabs when more than one concrete slab is modeled. Researcher
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Limouee (2009), developed a single slab with a single tire load model to determine the
convergence of the mesh in RPAS (NYSLAB). The maximum deflection and normal bending
stress were the control parameters used to characterize convergence. It was determined that an
element size of no more than 12 in. in each direction is required for convergence. The non-uniform
mesh under the tires end at the slab edges is obtained by subdividing each element in these regions
into at least four elements.

(a) Uniform Mesh

(b) Non-Uniform Mesh

Figure 4.6 Mesh Configuration under a Tire Load in RPAS
Upon the incorporation of the 3-D solid foundation a new convergence study was
developed to determine the number of elements required throughout the depth of each foundation
layer. A single slab (50 in. by 50 in.) on top of a single soil layer was modeled to determine the
convergence of the pavement responses. A tire load of 9 kips with dimensions of 7.5 in by 10 in.
and a pressure of 120 psi was applied at the center of the slab. The maximum horizontal
(longitudinal and transverse) stress at the top of the soil layer was the control parameter used to
characterize convergence. Table 4.2 shows the pavement structure used to determine the number
of elements required for each soil thickness; a total of 10 cases.
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Table 4.2 Pavement Structure to Determine Mesh Convergence
Pavement Layer
Concrete (Plate element)
Soil (27-node element)

t (in.)

E (ksi)

ν

12

5,000

0.15

2 – 20 (2-in. incr.)

500

0.20

The horizontal stresses underneath the tire load at the surface of the soil layer were
documented for each pavement case (10 cases in total). The horizontal stress was normalized with
respect to the stress obtained from the number of elements that provided less than 1 percent
difference from the previous recorded stress. Figure 4.7 provides the normalized stress converge
results for soil thicknesses, t = 6, 8 and 10 inches. The rest of the cases were analyzed similarly.

Figure 4.7 Horizontal Stress Convergence for Varied Soil Thicknesses
Through this study it was determined that the maximum element size for convergence is
primarily dependent on the soil layer’s thickness. The relationship between soil layer thickness
and the number of elements for convergence of the horizontal stress is shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 Soil Layer Thickness vs No. of Elements
Based on the results, it was determined that the required element size should be on average
1-in. thick. When a second soil layer was added, it was determined that the second soil layer (below
the base) required a minimum of 3 elements to establish convergence of the control parameter
(maximum horizontal stress). A single tire loaded slab on top of a three-layered foundation system
was also modeled to test the minimum number of elements required in the last foundation layer
(third layer). It was confirmed that as long as the element size in the first foundation layer is at
most 1 inch, the subsequent layers can be discretized with as few as 3 elements per layer.
An extension of the foundation layers beyond the edge of the slabs is also included in this
model to more realistically capture the edge deflections and stresses close to the pavement edge.
A second study was developed to determine how far from the edge should the 27-node elements
extend to reach convergence of the maximum stresses obtained in the concrete slab. In this
convergence study, a 15 ft. by 12 ft. concrete slab was modeled on top of a two-layer foundation
system with a tire load placed 2 ft. from the left edge of the slab, as shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 Edge Load Scheme on a Single Slab Model to determine Soil Perimeter Width
From this study, it was determined that the soil elements should extend at least 2 ft. beyond
the edge of the slab to establish convergence of the maximum stresses in the concrete slab. To
facilitate the generation of the 3-D mesh, the perimeter width is automatically generated in RPAS
when the 3-D foundation model is used.
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Chapter 5: Modeling Contact between Pavement Layers
After evaluating the existing interface model that represents the interaction between the
pavement layers in RPAS, a new model that better represents the loss of contact and slipping
between the slab and base layer was required. The use of a 2D nonlinear contact model, as opposed
to the commonly used 1D gap (spring) elements between contacting nodes, allows for the proper
distribution of the normal and tangential stiffness and traction forces for non-uniform meshes and,
as a consequence, allows the for the modeling of friction and separation between layers due to slab
curling to be more realistically predicted. For this reason, a new nonlinear model has been
implemented in RPAS that associates the normal and frictional properties of each point of contact
to the relative displacement of the corresponding nodes in two contacting surfaces using the
contact and friction functions obtained from Bhatti (2006).
5.1

Contact and Friction Constraint Functions
Treating the contact forces as externally applied loads, the system of equations must be

supplemented by a contact condition. The constitutive behavior for the normal contact must satisfy
the following three conditions: (1) No penetration: gap, g is greater than or equal to zero or
interpenetration is less than or equal to zero, (2) Contact force: the contact force on the contactor
must be greater than or equal to zero or the contact force on the target must be less than or equal
to zero, (3) Consistency condition: the contact force exists only if the gap between two contacting
surfaces is closed i.e., either gap g or normal force Fn must be zero. Combining the conditions
above, the normal constraint function can be approximated by the following equation:

(5-1)
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where ε is a small positive number that determines the sharpness of the transition region in the
function. Very small values of ε can cause numerical difficulties, and thus, it is recommended to
test several values to determine which is the most adequate in providing convergence and accuracy
of the solution. The plot when φ = 0 and ε = 0.001 shown in Figure 5.1 (a).
The frictional constraint function takes place when the tangential component of the contact
force is greater than the frictional resistance. Denoting the normal force at the contact surface by
Fn, due to friction the tangential force component is Ft = Fnµ, where µ is the coefficient of friction.
The sliding condition can be expressed by defining a nondimensional parameter τ as follows:

τ=

Ft
Fn µ

(5-2)

There are three conditions that the frictional constraint must satisfy: (1) the absolute value of τ
should be less than or equal to one, (2) the absolute value of τ is less than one; no sliding, the
relative velocity at contact is equal to zero, (3) the absolute value of τ is equal to one; sliding, the
sign of the contact forces is determined by the sign of relative velocity. Combining all three
physical requirements, the continuous frictional constraint function can be express as follows:
,τ )
ψ ( v=

Ft
2
v
− arctan  
µ Fn π
ε 

(5-3)

where v is the tangential relative displacement and ε is a small positive number. The frictional
relationship for ψ = 0 and ε = 0.001 is shown in Figure 5.1 (b).
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(b) Frictional Constraint Function

(a) Normal Contact Function

Figure 5.1 Slab-Foundation Interface Relationship (Bhatti 2006)
5.2

Finite Element Equations
Assuming contact between two nodes, in addition to the usual interpolations for

displacements, an interpolation for normal force on the contact surface is also required. The contact
force interpolation can be written as follows:
(5-4)

F=
N F 1 F1 + N F 2 F2 +  ≡ N FT F
n

where F1 and F2 are the nodal forces at the contact nodes and NF1 and NF2 are the shape functions
in a local natural coordinate system. The normal displacements needed in the contact interface
integrals can be computed by taking the dot product of displacements with the normal vector. For
the target surface (superscript t indicating target), therefore, we have
=
unt

n ) u (n )
(=
t T

t T

t

N T d t ; δ unt ⇒ ( n t ) N T
T

(5-5)
(5-6)

Fn= N FT F t ⇒ δ Fn ⇒ N FT
t
=
dA ∫∫=
(δ Fn ) unt dA ∫∫ N F ( nt ) N T dAd t ≡ kct d t
∫∫ unδ Fn    
T

T

Ac

Ac

Ac
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(5-7)

t
t
T
t
t
t
t
t
T
dA ∫∫ (δ u=
=
n ) N F F dA
∫∫ δ un Fn     
∫∫ Nn N F dAF ≡ ( kc ) F
T

Ac

T

Ac

(5-8)

Ac

Similarly, for the contact surface (superscript c indicating contactor), we have the following:
unc = ( nt ) uc = − ( nc ) N T d c ; δ unc ⇒ − ( nc ) N T
T

T

T

(5-9)
(5-10)

Fn= N FT F c ⇒ δ Fn ⇒ N FT
T
c
c
c c
dA =
− ∫∫ uncδ Fn    
− ∫∫ (δ Fn ) unc dA =
∫∫ N F ( n ) N dAd ≡ kc d

(5-11)

− ∫∫ δ unc Fn     
=
dA ∫∫ (δ unc ) N FT F c =
dA ∫∫ Nn c N FT dAF c ≡ ( kcc ) F c

(5-12)
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Ac

Ac

Ac

T

Ac

T

Ac
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Thus, each contact interface requires calculation of the matrix
kc = ∫∫ N F nT N T dA

(5-13)

Ac

Using this together with the terms from the displacement interpolations, the combined virtual work
term gives

0
ε σ dV − ∫∫∫ δ u b dV − ∫∫ δ u q dA + ∫∫ (δ u − δ u ) F dA =
∫∫∫ δ            

(5-14)

⇒ kd − rb − rq + kcT F =
0

(5-15)

T

V

T

V

T

Aq

t
n

c
n

n

Ac

where k is the element stiffness matrix, rq is the equivalent nodal load vector due to surface forces,
and rb is the equivalent load vector due to body forces.
The constraint condition with δFn ≤ 0 gives

∫∫ ( u

t
n

− unc ) δ Fn dA ≥ 0    
⇒ kc d ≤ 0

(5-16)

Ac

Thus, we get the following element equations:

k

 kc

kcT   d  =
r
        
0  F  ≤ 0

(5-17)
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The matrices can then be assemble using the usual finite element assembly process. Solving
the global system involves inequalities and the solution must be obtained using a suitable nonlinear
solver with constrains.
5.3

Solving the System of Nonlinear Equations
Consider two plates in contact (slab-slab contact), as shown in Figure 5.2, where the

upward displacements are positive, and the contact force is treated as an externally applied load.
For the diagram below, friction is neglected. On the contactor (top plate) denoted as c, the contact
force is shown following the positive convention for applied forces. On the target (or bottom plate)
denoted as t, the force is equal and opposite of that on the contactor.

Figure 5.2 Kinematics of two plates in contact.
For a contact problem that does not involve friction and treating the contact forces as
externally applied loads, Eq. 5-15 can be simplified in vector form as follows:
(5-18)

kd = rb + rq + Fn

where Fn is the element contact force vector.
At this point the system of equations must be supplemented by a contact condition. Here,
the derived Eq. 5-1 can be implemented to obtain an approximate solution, where
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g = wc − wt + gap

(5-19)

The same sign convention follows for the case of a plate and solid element in contact
(slab-base contact). Figure 5.3 illustrates the case of a plate in contact with a solid element in
RPAS when friction is considered.

Figure 5.3 Kinematics of a Plate and a Solid Element in Contact with Friction.
For a contact problem involving friction, the element friction force vector (Eq. 5-3) can be
similarly implemented in Eq. 5-18 to calculate the forces caused by the friction constraints in the
x and y direction. The equations in vector form can be assembled using the traditional FE assembly
process described in the previous section. Upon incorporating the contact and friction equations,
the global system becomes nonlinear and, as a consequence, a suitable optimization procedure is
required to solve the system.
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5.3.1

MATLAB’s solver function fsolve
There is one solver function available in MATLAB’s optimization toolbox that can be used

to solve nonlinear equations called fsolve. For a given set of nonlinear functions Fi(x), where i
is the number of components in vector x, the goal of the solver function is to find a vector x that
makes all Fi(x) = 0. fsolve solves the system of equations by minimizing the sum of squares of
the residuals. If the sum of squares is below a user defined minimum, the iterative process for
solving the system of equations has converged. There are three available algorithms in fsolve:
trust-region, trust-region-dogleg and Levenberg-Marquardt. By default, the solver chooses the
trust-region-dogleg algorithm to solve the system of equations, unless otherwise specified. All
algorithms were tested to solve the contact problem in RPAS, and the default algorithm proved to
be the most efficient in terms of accuracy in verification results and computational time.
Trust-Region-Dogleg Algorithm
The trust-region-dogleg algorithm is an expansion of the Newton’s method (Coleman and
Li 1994 and 1996) which determines the search direction dk such that,

J ( xk ) d k = − F ( xk )

(5-20)

xk +=
xk + d k
1

(5-21)

Where J(xk) is the n-by-n Jacobian
 ∇F1 ( xk )T 


T
∇F2 ( xk ) 
J ( xk ) = 




 ∇F x T 
 n( k) 

(5-22)

One limitation of solving the system using Newton’s method is that the Jacobian might be singular,
in which case the Newton step dk is undefined. Moreover, the exact Newton step dk can be
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expensive to compute. Lastly, the Newton’s method might not converge if the starting point is far
from the solution. Using trust-region techniques handles the case when the Jacobian is singular
and improves robustness when the starting point is far from the solution (Con et al., 2000 and
Nocedal and Wright, 2006). The first step in using a trust-region strategy is to define a function
that determines if xk+1 is better or worse than xk such as,
1
T
min f ( d ) = F ( xk + d ) F ( xk + d )
d
2

(5-23)

where f(d) is not necessarily a root of F(x) and the Newton step dk is a root of

M ( xk + d=
) F ( xk ) + J ( xk ) d

(5-24)

and is also a minimum of m(d), where
min m ( =
d)
d

2
1
1
M ( xk + d )=
F ( xk ) + J ( xk ) d
2
2
2

2
2

1
1
T
T
T
= F ( xk ) F ( xk ) + d T J ( xk ) F ( xk ) + d T J ( xk ) J ( xk ) d
2
2

(5-25)

Considering that m(d) is a better-quality function compared to f(d), then the trust-region
subproblem can be written as:
1
T
T
T
1

min  F ( xk ) F ( xk ) + d T J ( xk ) F ( xk ) + d T J ( xk ) J ( xk ) d 
d
2
2


(5-26)

such that || D⋅d || ≤ ∆, where D is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements or scaling
matrix. Then the subproblem can be solved using the dogleg strategy, which consists of choosing
d to minimize the model m (Eq. 5-25) using the Powell dogleg procedure (Powell, 1970).
The algorithm constructs the step d from a convex combination of a Cauchy step, dC, and
a Gauss-Newton step, dGN, for f(x) (Dennis, 1977). The Cauchy step is calculated as:

dC = −α J ( xk ) F ( xk )
T

(5-27)
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where α minimizes Eq. 5-24. The Gauss-Newton step is calculated by solving the equation below
using the MATLAB mldivide (matrix left division) operator.

J ( xk ) ⋅ dGN =
− F ( xk )

(5-28)

Finally, the trust-region-dogleg algorithm chooses the step d so that

d =+
dC λ ( dGN − dC )

(5-29)

where λ is the largest value in the interval [0,1] such that ||d|| ≤ ∆. If Jk is singular, d is just the
Cauchy direction.
Calculation of the Jacobian
The MATLAB function, fsolve, has the capability of approximating the Jacobian using
finite differences. However, that approximation process increases the computational time. There
is an option in fsolve that allows the use of a user-defined (analytical) Jacobian by turning ‘on’
the Jacobian parameter. The computational times for the analysis of a typical JCP section using
the contact model in RPAS were compared using the provided analytical Jacobian versus the
calculation of the Jacobian using finite differences in fsolve. The results determined that the
solution converges about four times faster when the analytical Jacobian is provided. For that
reason, the analytical Jacobian is provided within the same function where the contact problem is
defined.
To reduce the computational time for the re-evaluation of the Jacobian matrix inside the
iteration process, all of the elements that are independent (constants) of the displacement and
forces are assembled outside of the function where the contact problem is defined. Once fsolve
calls upon the contact problem function, the remaining elements are calculated by deriving the
contact and friction functions with respect to the displacements and forces involved in each
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equation. Finally, the constant elements and the derived elements are assembled into the global
Jacobian matrix.
5.3.2

Procedure for solving the nonlinear system using fsolve in RPAS
After generating the global stiffness matrix, KG, and force vector, FG, for the plate and

foundation elements in RPAS, the contact problem is solved by the following procedure:
(1) The initial zero displacement vector, d0, is assembled for the plate and foundation elements
as well as the initial contact and friction force vectors, fn and ft, and gap vector for the
contact elements. The contact and friction force vectors must be assigned an initial nonzero value to avoid an undefined solution. That initial value is assumed to be 0.10 units of
force for all of the components in the contact and friction force vectors, which is equivalent
to 1/FSF, where FSF is a normalization factor. The concatenation of the initial
displacement and force vectors is considered the initial solution vector, U0, of the nonlinear
system. It is assumed that there is full contact between the two surfaces, i.e. gap is a zero
vector. The Jacobian elements that are independent (constant) of the displacements and
forces are calculated and added to the global Jacobian matrix, J.
(2) fsolve calls upon the contact problem function, which requires all of the parameter
generated in the previous step. The iterative process begins and iteration step k = 0.
(3) The initial displacement vector is expanded to include constraint DOFs. Then, the contact
and friction force vectors (Fn and Ft) are assembled mapping the DOFs of the contact
elements. Here, the initial force vectors, fn and ft, are added to the Fn and Ft force vectors,
respectively.
(4) If any boundary conditions are considered within the contact zone, then those are removed
from the contact and friction vectors.
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(5) The contact and friction functions from Eq. 5-1 and 5-3, respectively, are then applied such
that the contact and friction constraints are satisfied to solve for each force. The calculated
contact and friction forces are stored in ContF and FricF vectors, respectively. It is
important to note that when friction is considered, two friction functions must be applied
to account for the friction in the longitudinal and transverse directions (x and y directions).
Then, the two can be combined to generate the total friction function of the system. The
transition parameter ε is assigned a value at this point. Several small values where tested
within the contact and friction functions. It was determined that when ε = 0.001 for both
functions, the functions don’t cause any numerical difficulties and provide accurate results
when compared to verification results.
(6) All forces in the system are grouped so that they can be included in the residual calculation,
rk = KG × d – (FG + Fn + Ft ), where d = d0 and k denotes the iteration step in fsolve. In
this step, the residual is solved by minimizing the sum of squares of the components using
the trust-region-dogleg algorithm. If the sum of squares is less that the specified limit, then
the system of equations is solved. If the solution is reached, then the fsolve iterative
process ends and rk = U. If the solution is not found, the components in vector d0 are
replaced by the components in vector rk and the initial contact and friction forces in vectors,
fn and ft, are replaced by the new contact and friction forces obtained in step 5, ContF and
FricF. Then the whole iterative process (steps 2-7) repeats until a solution is found.
(7) The analytical Jacobian components, stored in [JA], are solved simultaneously using the
initial solution provided in step 1. If the solution is not found, the Jacobian is calculated
again using the new displacements, contact forces and friction forces obtained in step 6.
Then the analytical Jacobian is added to the global Jacobian matrix, J.
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(8) When the solution is obtained, fsolve exits the contact problem function and returns the
solution vector for the displacements, U, of the entire system.
(9) Finally, the contact problem function is called once again to obtain the contact force vector
and the friction force vector of the contact elements, ContF and FricF, as well as the global
Jacobian matrix, J.
The flowchart shown in Figure 5.4 summarizes the procedure for solving the system of
nonlinear equations for the contact problem. For simplification purposes, the contact problem that
does not include friction restraints is provided in that flowchart.
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Figure 5.4 Flowchart for Solving the Contact Problem.
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5.4

Verification of the Contact and Friction Model Algorithms

5.4.1

Verification of the Contact Problem without Friction
To verify the algorithms and code used to define the contact problem without friction in

RPAS, a plate slab on top of a one-layer solid foundation subjected to a vertical surface pressure
load was developed using contact Eq. 5-1, to model the contact between the two layers. The sum
of the contact forces were compared against the sum of the reaction forces at the bottom of the
plate that where solved analytically. The weight of the plate and the solid was neglected and the
solid was fixed at the bottom. Figure 5.5 shows the 12-in. plate on top of a 40×40×40 in. solid as
modeled in RPAS. The purple region illustrates the surface pressure applied to the plate.

Figure 5.5 Plate on Solid Subjected to a Surface Pressure Load
The surface pressure covered the entire 40×40 in. area and was set to 10 psi, and thus, the
total applied load can be calculated by multiplying the pressure load times the area ,which in this
case is equal to 16,000 lb. The reaction forces at the bottom of the plate can be solved by applying
Newton’s law of equilibrium, which states that the sum of the forces in all directions must be equal
to zero. Calculating the sum of the vertical forces at the bottom of the 12-in. plate, the sum of the
reaction forces is equal to 16,000 lb. In RPAS, the contact forces where solved using the procedure
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provided in Figure 5.4. Upon obtaining the solution of the system, the sum of the contact force
vector, ContF, yielded a result of 16,000 lb. Thus, it can be concluded that the contact function
was adequately incorporated into the RPAS code.
5.4.2

Verification of the Contact Problem with Friction
The code algorithms used to define the contact problem that involves friction in RPAS

were also evaluated. The same plate on solid model from the previous study was used to determine
if the friction function, from Eq. 5-3, adequately simulates the friction between the two pavement
layers in RPAS. For this case, in addition to the surface pressure load, a longitudinal force at an
edge of the 12-in plate was also applied, as shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6 Plate on Solid Subjected to a Surface Pressure Load and a Horizontal Force
Force, P, was set to 1,000 lb and the coefficient of friction was set to 0.4. Applying
Newton’s law of equilibrium in the z-direction, the normal force, N is equal to 16,000 lb, and thus,
the maximum static friction force, Fs = µN, is equal to 6,400 lb. Since the applied load is less than
Fs, the problem is in equilibrium and the resisting force is equivalent to the applied load of 1,000
lb. In RPAS, the contact problem with friction was solve using the procedure as described in
Section 5.3.2. Upon obtaining the solution of the system, the sum of the contact force and friction
force vectors, ContF and FricF, yielded a result of 16,000 lb and 1,000 lb, respectively. The force,
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P, was increased in RPAS to the match the maximum static friction force, Fs = 6,4000 lb and the
sum of the force vector FricF resulted in 6,400 lbs, while the sum of force vector ContF remained
the same. Thus, it can be concluded that the contact and friction functions were adequately
incorporated into the RPAS code.
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Chapter 6: Evaluation of the 3-D Foundation Model and the Improved
Nonlinear Contact Model in RPAS
The comprehensive analysis of CRCP in RPAS will be carried out through a reduced model
which requires the responses obtained from the initial or “large-scale” analysis, which includes the
use of the new 3-D foundation model and the improved nonlinear contact model. Thus, prior to
the development of the CRCP model, it is important to verify that the incorporated foundation and
contact models are an improvement to the analysis of concrete pavements in RPAS. This Chapter
includes the case studies developed towards the verification and validation of the new models.
6.1

Comparison of Responses from RPAS and ABAQUS
To verify the 3-D foundation model and the improved nonlinear contact model in RPAS

for the analysis of concrete pavements, a single-slab, subjected to a center tire load, on top of a
single-layered foundation model was developed. The dimensions of the RPAS model were 15 ft.
by 12 ft. and the thickness of the concrete layer was set to 10 inches and the soil layer thickness
was set to 40 inches. The modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio of the concrete layer were 4,000
ksi and 0.15, respectively. The soil layer’s modulus of elasticity was set to 30 ksi with a Poisson’s
ratio of 0.35. The contact between the two pavement layers was represented by the nonlinear
contact function available in RPAS (described in Chapter 5). For simplification purposes, friction
between the slab and soil layers was neglected. The load dimensions were chosen after performing
a mesh convergence study to fit a uniform mesh in RPAS with an element size of 12 inches in the
longitudinal and transverse direction and 8 inches in the vertical direction. The pressure load
consisted of 100 psi with rectangular dimensions of 24 inches in length and 24 inches in width for
a total of 4 loaded elements in RPAS.
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A similar model with the same material properties was also created in the all-purpose FE
software, ABAQUS (Abaqus, 2016). Similar to the model developed in RPAS, the concrete slab
was discretized using 2-D plate elements. The soil layer was modeled using the standard 8-node
brick element in an effort to compare the convergence rate between first and second order elements
(8-node versus 27-node elements). The normal contact between the two layers was defined using
the hard contact interaction option in ABAQUS, which considers the same contact physical
characteristics that are made in the RPAS contact model (friction between the concrete and soil
layer was also neglected in this model). The size of the 8-node elements in ABAQUS was set to 3
inches in both longitudinal and transverse directions and to 2 inches in the vertical direction (one
fourth the size of the RPAS element). The same pressure load of 100 psi with rectangular
dimensions of 24 inches in length and 24 inches in width was applied to this model. Recall that a
total of 4 loaded elements were required in RPAS, whereas 64 loaded elements were required in
ABAQUS to cover the total load area due to the use of the 8-node element.
A convergence study was developed to demonstrate the advantages of using the secondorder hexahedron elements (27-node elements) in RPAS, where the maximum horizontal stress
(longitudinal versus transverse stress) at bottom of the pressure load was used as the control
parameter. The RPAS model required of a total of 15 elements (31 nodes) in the longitudinal
direction and 12 elements (25 nodes) in the transverse direction, while the model created in
ABAQUS required a total of 60 elements (61 nodes) in the longitudinal direction and 48 elements
(49 nodes) in the transverse direction to reach convergence of the control parameter. Moreover, a
total of 40 elements (41 nodes) through the depth of the model were required in ABAQUS to
obtain smoother results through the depth of the soil, whereas only 4 vertical elements (9 nodes)
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were required in RPAS. The RPAS model required a total of 6,975 nodes, whereas the ABAQUS
model required a total of 122,549 nodes (about 17.5 times more nodes than the RPAS model).
The responses obtained from the RPAS model were compared against the responses
obtained from the ABAQUS model. Figure 6.1 illustrates the soil responses (displacement, stress
and strain) through the depth of the longitudinal cross-sectional area of the soil layer at the center
of the load obtained from RPAS and the location of each maximum response is indicated by the
arrows. The comparison between the maximum soil responses obtained from both programs is
provided in Table 6. 1.

(a) Vertical Displacement

(b) Horizontal Stress
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(c) Vertical Stress

(d) Vertical Strain
Figure 6.1 Comparison of Soil Responses from RPAS and ABAQUS
Table 6. 1 Comparison of Maximum Soil Responses from RPAS and ABAQUS
Vertical
Horizontal
Vertical
Vertical
Model
Displacement
Stress
Stress
Strain
RPAS

0.0120 in.

-9.37 psi

-15.25 psi

-358 µε

ABAQUS

0.0119 in.

-8.59 psi

-14.67 psi

-351 µε

Percent
Difference

0.26%

8.6%

3.85%

1.85%

The percent difference between the maximum responses obtained from both models was
less than 9%. Based on the comparison between maximum soil responses, it can be concluded that
the new 3-D foundation and contact models in RPAS adequately simulate the supporting layers
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and the contact between concrete and soil layers in a rigid pavement system. Since the
incorporation of the 3-D foundation model, RPAS is the only rigid pavement analysis system
capable of identifying the critical responses of soil at any depth.
An interesting observation can be made in regard to the maximum soil strain. The current
rigid pavement analysis tools provide critical (maximum) responses only at the surface of the soil
layer. This study demonstrates that the critical soil displacement and stresses do occur at the top
of the supporting layer. However, the maximum soil strain was recorded 10 in. from the soil
surface or 22 in. from the concrete slab surface. This observation was also made in the ABAQUS
model.
6.2

Comparison of Responses from Different Foundation Models
In efforts to determine if the new 3-D foundation model simulates pavement behaviors

accurately, a comparison study between foundation models was developed by Aguirre et al., 2019.
In that study, the responses obtained from a concrete pavement section subjected to a single tire
load using the Winkler and 3-D Foundation models were compared with TxDOT’s FPS21 Stress
Analysis Tool. The Winkler model was chosen over the Vlasov model in RPAS since it is the most
frequently used by pavement engineers. The FPS21 program was chosen to compare it’s results
against the responses obtained from RPAS since the soil assumptions made in the FPS21 stress
analysis method are based on the elastic layer theory, which allows the user to enter each
supporting layer’s material properties independently. Thus, a total of three distinct foundation
models were compared in this study. The capabilities and limitations of each tool and foundation
model are listed in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2 Capabilities and Limitations of Foundation Models
FPS-21

RPAS






Assumes a semi-infinite continuum medium.
Loading condition similar to the load applied
at the center of a single slab (interior loading).
Limited to seven pavement layers.

Elastic Layer Theory





Considers thickness,
elastic modulus and
Poisson’s ratio for each
supporting layer.
Linear elastic response
Provides responses at the
bottom of concrete layer
and at the surface of each
supporting layer only.










Has the capability to simulate up to a full-size
truck on a slab system.
No limit on the number of pavement layers.
Models concrete slabs as plate elements,
which can extend to any length to simulate a
continuum layer.

Winkler Model

3-D Foundation Model

Considers supporting
layers as a set of linear
elastic vertical springs
with a constant axial
stiffness.
Contribution of all
foundation layers (base,
subbase and subgrade) is
manifested as a single
modulus of subgrade
reaction or k-value.
Provides responses only at
the bottom of the concrete
layer.





All foundation layers
(base, subbase and
subgrade) are modeled as
individual layers using 3D solid elements.
Provides responses at any
depth of the supporting
layers.

Since TxDOT’s FPS21 program assumes each layer to be infinitely long with interior
loading conditions, a convergence study was developed in RPAS to find the minimum pavement
model dimensions leading to a quasi-infinite model response. Based on the results, it was
determined that a 12-ft by 12-ft model with a total depth of 12 ft (including concrete slab, base and
subgrade) was necessary to model a single tire load placed at the center of the concrete slab. Any
further increase in slab dimensions did not cause a significant change in pavement response.
The material properties of the two PCC pavement cases modeled in this study are shown
in Table 6.3 and in Table 6.4. For both pavement cases, the PCC slab thickness varied while all
other material properties were kept constant. The inclusion of a stress-relieving layer is very typical
in a concrete pavement system and it is usually placed to dissipate the stresses in the concrete layer
caused by the cement treated base layer. For this reason, the 1.5-in. asphalt layer was included in
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the pavement structure for Case II and the interface between the PCC and asphalt layers was
considered fully bonded.
Table 6.3 Material Properties of PCC Pavement Model (Case I)
Pavement Layers

E (ksi)

ν

Thickness (in.)

PCC

3,000

0.15

6, 8, 10 and 12

Crushed stone base

30

0.35

6

Subgrade

10

0.40

Total depth = 144

Table 6.4 Material Properties of PCC Pavement Model (Case II)
Pavement Layers

E (ksi)

ν

Thickness (in.)

PCC

5,000

0.15

6, 8, 10 and 12

Stress-relieving layer
(Asphalt Type D)

500

0.35

1.5

Cement treated base

500

0.20

8

Subgrade

10

0.40

Total depth = 144

In RPAS, the PCC layer for both pavement cases was modeled using the 9-noded plate
elements and the supporting layers were modeled using the 27-noded hexahedron elements. Each
supporting layer was assigned its corresponding thickness and material properties and the
interaction between the concrete layer and the base layer was modeled using the new contact
model. When the Winkler model was used, an equivalent k-value was calculated using the AREA
method previously described Chapter 3. To accommodate the assumptions made in the FPS21
program, none of the foundation models used in RPAS took into consideration environmental
effects and the weight of the pavement layers was neglected. The mesh was dependent on the tire
dimensions so that a more refined mesh was defined underneath the load, where the critical
responses are expected to be located. The tire load was applied at the center of the slab in both
pavement cases with an air pressure of 120 psi and rectangular size dimensions of 7.5 in. in length
and 5 in. in width, for a total applied load of 4,500 lb. The Case II pavement section as modeled
in RPAS using the 3-D foundation model is shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2 PCC Pavement Section (Case II) as Modeled in RPAS using the 3-D Foundation
Model
The critical horizontal tensile stresses at the bottom of the PCC layer for both Case I and
Case II were documented for each foundation model used and are provided in Figure 6.3. Due to
the inclusion of the stress-relieving layer, the PCC stresses in Case II are expected to be lower than
the PCC stresses in Case I. However, the results demonstrate that the stresses obtained from Case
II using the Winkler model did not decrease significantly compared to the other foundation models.
Ultimately, the stresses obtained from RPAS using the 3-D foundation model and from the FPS21
program were much lower than the stresses obtained from the Winkler model.

Figure 6.3 Comparison of Stresses from Different Foundation Models.
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To demonstrate the influence that different material properties have on the responses of
concrete pavement, the subgrade modulus of elasticity E in pavement Case I was reduced by half
(5 ksi) and the corresponding Poisson’s ratio ν was changed to 0.45. Figure 6.4 demonstrates the
critical responses obtained from the FPS21 analysis and from the RPAS analysis using the 3-D
foundation model for pavement Case I for the different subgrade elastic modulus.

Figure 6.4 Comparison of Responses from Different Subgrade Elastic Modulus (Case I).
Since the Winkler model is limited to capturing the responses for the PCC layer only, no
responses for the supporting layers were provided for that model. The results from RPAS using
the 3-D foundation model and from the FPS21 analysis demonstrate that a weaker subgrade (5 ksi)
results in an increase of both the horizontal tensile stresses in the base layer and the vertical
compressive strains in the subgrade layer.
To demonstrate the importance of analyzing different vehicle loads and the effects that an
increased load has on the pavement responses (horizontal stresses and vertical strains), the original
tire load of 4,500 lb was increased to 9,000 lb. The critical responses for all pavement layers for
Case II are shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5 Comparison of Responses from Different Tire Loads (Case II).
As observed in the figure above, increasing the magnitude of the applied tire load by two
times results in an increase of the maximum horizontal tensile stresses at the bottom of the PCC
slab. When the Winkler model was used, there was a 75% increase in PCC stresses when the load
was doubled. While the other two models demonstrated an increase in PCC stresses of
approximately 50%. This observation can suggest that quantifying the supporting layers of a rigid
system using k value leads to a poor evaluation and, as a consequence, to an over design of the
concrete pavement layer, while possibly under designing the foundation layers. The difference
between the obtained responses using the 3-D foundation model in RPAS and the elastic layer
theory in FPS21 can be explained by the different assumptions made in the foundation models and
in the different formulation of modeling the interaction mechanism of successive pavement layers.
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While none of the methods presented in this comparison study considered environmental
effects or the durability of the pavement layers, both the elastic layer theory and the 3-D FE
methods provided an assessment of the critical stresses and strains for all pavement layers. The
Winkler model demonstrated higher concrete stresses for all the cases analyzed and was unable to
provide responses for the supporting layers since the model is limited to the assessment of the PCC
layer only.
6.3

Comparison of Responses using Field Test Data for the Validation of RPAS
A study was developed by TaghaviGhalesari et al. (2020c), as part of the verification and

validation process of the 3-D foundation model and the nonlinear contact model used in RPAS.
For the validation process, response data from a standard truck load and a falling weight
deflectometer (FWD) from JCP sections (denoted as test cells) at the Minnesota Road Research
Facility (MnROAD) as well as accelerated pavement testing on instrumented pavement sections
(denoted as construction cycles, CC) at the National Airport Pavement Test Facility (NAPTF) were
used to evaluate the performance of RPAS in modeling highway pavements and heavy aircraft
traffic, respectively. The detailed pavement section, sensor layout and load configuration of each
MnROAD cell and each NAPTF CC used for the validation of RPAS can be found in
TaghaviGhalesari, 2020 dissertation document. For simplification purposes, the response data
obtained from MnROAD Cell 32 and from NAPTF CC-2 will be presented in this manuscript.
FWD deflections at various locations in the concrete slab were recorded at MnROAD and
the results were compared against the vertical deflections obtained from RPAS. Figure 6.6 shows
the FWD measurements recorded at MnROAD Cell 32 and the deflections calculated using RPAS.
As depicted by the graph, the deflections are within ±20% limit with an adjusted-R2 of 0.85. Based
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on the results it can be concluded that the deflections obtained from RPAS are in well agreement
with those from the FWD measurements.

Figure 6.6 MnROAD Cell 32 FWD Test Results Versus the Deflections from RPAS.
Dynamic strain measurements recorded at MnROAD Cell 32 were also compared against
the strain responses at the bottom of the concrete slab obtained from RPAS using the lower bound
(LB), upper bound (UB), and the average resilient modulus (Mr) of the foundation layers, as
obtained from the MnROAD data library, as well as back-calculated (BC) Mr. To obtain the strain
response with respect to time, the movement of truck along the traffic direction was simulated by
using the truck speed (ranging from 4.5 to 5.7 mph) and the tire configuration. Figure 6.7 shows
the strains at the bottom of the concrete slab for the different Mr simulated in RPAS.
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Figure 6.7 Comparison of Measured Dynamic Strain Sensor Responses with those obtained
from RPAS for Different Material Properties.
As shown in the figure above, there was about a 60% percent difference between the field
and simulated results when the lower and upper bound Mr were used in RPAS. Furthermore, when
the average Mr was used, the simulated results did not fall close to the field data. However, when
using the back-calculated Mr, the results were more consistent with the measured responses. To
identify the goodness of each Mr prediction, the R2 and root mean squared error (RMSE) were
calculated by comparing the field measured strains with those calculated in RPAS using the lower
bound, upper bound, average and back-calculated Mr. The RMSE values are shown in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5 Numerical Evaluation of the Goodness of Calculated Responses using RPAS
Incorporated
Modulus
LB-Mr
UB-Mr
Average-Mr
BC-Mr

Peaks
19.73
3.43
8.39
4.19

RMSE (µε)

Troughs
7.50
6.17
5.82
6.90
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Peak and Troughs
Adj-R2
RMSE (µε)
0.93
12.95
0.92
4.94
0.93
6.41
0.91
5.50

As shown in the table above, using the minimum values of layer moduli (LB-Mr) leads to
large errors in the estimation of pavement responses. However, utilizing the maximum modulus
(UB-Mr) from laboratory tests yields very consistent results with those using the BC-Mr and
significantly reduces the discrepancy between the field and RPAS calculated responses. Since Mr
varies as a function of moisture content and stress level, this consistency between the maximum
and back-calculated moduli indicates that even though the soil may not maintain the optimum
moisture content in the field, the maximum applied deviatoric stress in the tests were almost the
same as those in the field. The difference between the measured strain and the simulated response
can also partially be attributed to the filtering of the noise induced during dynamic strain
measurements. It should also be noted that although the difference between the responses
incorporating different modulus of pavement layers are obvious by considering RMSE, adjusted
R2 shows no sensitivity to different responses.
NAPTF response data was utilized as another method for the validation of RPAS. For this
approach, heavy loaded deflectometer (HWD) data and dynamic strain responses of the pavement
sections in CC-2 were used. It is important to note that the NAPTF CC-2 was chosen due to the
high variability in the supporting layer properties as a way to investigate the effects that different
supporting layer properties have on pavement responses. Table 6.6 summarizes the layer
configurations of the concrete slabs on stabilized bases (MRC), concrete slabs on aggregate bases
(MRG), and concrete slabs placed directly on subgrade (MRS) test items as well as the results of
testing field cured samples and the material properties of the supporting pavement layers. Other
material properties such as unit weight and Poisson’s ratio were extracted from the NAPTF
database and existing reports on CC-2.
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Table 6.6 Correlated Modulus of the NAPTF CC-2 Field Test Sections

MRC
Pavement
Modulus (psi)
layer
Concrete slab –
3,422,000†
12 in.
Granular
Subbase
16,500‡
(P-154) – 10 in.

Pavement
layer

MRG

Modulus (psi)

Concrete slab
– 12 in.

3,336,000†

MRS
Pavement
Modulus
layer
(psi)
Concrete slab –
3,450,000†
12 in.
Econocrete
(P-306) – 6 in.

72,000‡

Granular
Subbase
16,500‡
(P-154) – 8.6
Subgrade
13,500‡
Subgrade
13,500‡
in.
Subgrade
13,500‡
† Correlated from compressive strength of field cured samples at 28 days using ACI 318 correlation
‡ Correlated from CBR values using correlation M r = 1500CBR

Figure 6.8 illustrates the comparison of HWD measurements at the center of the slab for
each MRC, MRG and MRS test item with the deflections obtained from the RPAS analysis.

Figure 6.8 NAPFT CC-2 HWD Test Results Versus the Deflections from RPAS
Based on the results, it can be concluded that the deflections obtained from RPAS are in
close agreement with the HWD measurements obtained from the field tests. To further verify this
observation, a second comparison between the strains obtained from accelerated loading testing
on NAPTF CC-2 and the strains obtained using RPAS was carried out. The results of the
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comparison between the measured longitudinal strains from different sensors near longitudinal
joints and those calculated in RPAS for the different test items are shown in Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.9 Comparison of Strain Responses at the Top and Bottom of the Concrete Slab of
Different Test Sections from Accelerated Testing and the RPAS Strain Responses
As shown in the figure above, the measured strains and the strains calculated by RPAS are
in good agreement for most of the sensors evaluated. The biggest difference between results
appears in the MRS section, particularly in sensors S49 and S62, while the sensors in the MRG
section show consistent sensor measurements. It was observed that RPAS under predicts the strains
by 20% which could be explained by the inconsistency of the sensor measurements.
The comparison of responses using field data was established to assess the performance of
RPAS in modeling concrete pavements. Overall, the responses obtained from RPAS were in good
agreement with those obtained from the MnROAD and NAPFT test facilities. Based on the results,
it can be concluded that RPAS has been validated for the modeling of highway and airport
pavements.
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Chapter 7: Development of the CRCP Model
The objective of this section is to present the FE formulations of the CRCP model
incorporated in RPAS. Since RPAS was previously developed for the analysis of JCP only, a new
3-D concrete model and a reinforcing steel beam model were developed. The nonlinear bond-slip
relationship that represents the complex interaction between the reinforcement steel and concrete
was also included and the optimization method used to solve the nonlinear system is presented in
this Chapter.
7.1

Modeling of Concrete Layer
The concrete pavement layer is discretized using 8-nodal hexahedron elements. Compared

to the 27-nodal hexahedron element previously introduced in Chapter 4, this first order element
was selected to simplify the connectivity process between the brick elements and the beam
elements used to model the concrete and the reinforcing steel, respectively.
For the 8-node brick element shown in Figure 7.1, there are 3 DOFs, horizontal
(longitudinal and transverse) and vertical translations, at one node for a total of 24 DOFs.

Figure 7.1 8-Node Hexahedral Element and the Coordinate System
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The natural coordinate system (ξ, η, ζ) with its origin at the center of the transformed cube can be
used to construct the shape functions and to evaluate the matrix integration. The nodal coordinates
are defined as
8

x = ∑ N i (ξ ,η , ζ ) xi
i =1

8

y = ∑ N i (ξ ,η , ζ ) yi
i =1

8

z = ∑ N i (ξ ,η , ζ ) zi

(7-1)

i =1

The shape functions in a local natural coordinate system can be written as:

1
N1 = (1 − ξ )(1 − η )(1 − ζ )
8
1
N 2 = (1 + ξ )(1 − η )(1 − ζ )
8
1
N 3 = (1 + ξ )(1 + η )(1 − ζ )
8
1
N 4 = (1 − ξ )(1 + η )(1 − ζ )
8

1
N 5 = (1 − ξ )(1 − η )(1 + ζ )
8
1
N 6 = (1 + ξ )(1 − η )(1 + ζ )
8
1
N 7 = (1 + ξ )(1 + η )(1 + ζ )
8
1
N8 = (1 − ξ )(1 + η )(1 + ζ )
8

(7-2)

or in a concise form,
1
N i =(1 − ξξi )(1 − ηηi )(1 − ζζ i )
8

(7-3)

where ξi, ηi and ζi are the coordinates at node i. Arranging the terms by their corresponding DOFs
so that are grouped together, the displacement equation can be written as follows:

(7-4)

From the assumed solution the element strain vector can be computed by appropriate
differentiation as follow:
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(7-5)

Finally, the element stiffness matrix can be obtained by

k = ∫∫∫ BDBT dV

(7-6)

V

where D is the material property matrix and is written as follows under the assumption of isotropic
material behavior:

(7-7)
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7.2

Modeling of Reinforcing Steel
The reinforcing steels, in both the longitudinal and transverse direction, are modeled using

Euler-Bernoulli beam elements. Figure 7.2 illustrates the beam element composed of two nodes
with 6 DOFs per node, translation and rotation in x, y and z, at each node for a total of 12 DOFs.
It is important to note that RPAS is built to consider the 5 DOFs discussed in the previous chapter.
Since the CRCP model will run as a separate module in RPAS, all 6 DOFs are considered in the
modeling of the reinforcing steel.

Figure 7.2 Local DOFs for the Space Frame Element
The axial displacements are related to the two axial DOFs u1 and u2 as follows:

x
u ( x=
) 1 −
 L

x   u1 
 ;
L   u2 

0≤ x≤L

(7-8)

where L is the length of the element.
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The applied loading in the local x-y plane will cause the displacement v(x) in the local y
direction and rotations θ = dv/dx about the z axis. From beam bending the displacement v(x) is
related to nodal DOFs v1, v2, θz1 and θz2 as follows:

 3x 2 2 x3
v ( x ) = 1 − 2 + 3
L
L


t−

2 x 2 x3
+
L L2

3x 2 2 x3
− 3
L2
L

 v1 
 
x 2 x3   v3 
− + 2
;
L L   θ z1 
 
θ z 2 

0≤ x≤ L

(7-9)

For the loading applied in the local x-z plane, the displacement w(x) is in the local z
direction and rotations θ = dw/dx are about the y axis. The FE element shape functions for this
situation are the same as those for usual beam bending except for the change in sign for the rotation
term. Thus, the displacement w(x) is related to the nodal DOFs w1, w2, θy1, and θy1 as follows:

 3x 2 2 x3
w ( x ) = 1 − 2 + 3
L
L


 2 x 2 x3  3x 2 2 x3
−t −
+ 
− 3
L L2  L2
L


 w1 
 
 x 2 x3    w3 
−− + 2 
;
 L L    θ y1 
 
θ y 2 

0 ≤ x ≤ L (7-10)

The elements in a space frame are generally also subjected to twisting moment. ψ(t) is the
rotation of the section about the x axis and the linear solution for rotational DOFs θy1 and θy1 is as
follows:

x
ψ ( x=
) 1 −
 L

x   θ x1 
 ;
L  θ x 2 

0≤ x≤L

(7-11)

By combining axial deformations, bending in x-z and x-y planes, and effects due to twisting
actions, the total strain energy in a frame can be written as follows:
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U=

L

1  du

2 ∫0  dx

d 2v
dx 2

d 2w
dx 2

 EA 0

dψ   0 EI z

0
dx   0

0
 0

0
0
EI y
0

 du 
 dx 


0   d 2v 

0   dx 2 

 dt
0   d 2w 

GJ   dx 2 


 dψ 
 dx 

(7-12)

where the following notations are used to describe the material and cross-sectional properties:
Young’s modulus
Shear modulus
Area of cross section
Torsional constant (For circular cross sections, J = Imax + Imin)
Moment of inertia of cross section about y axis (minimum principal inertia)
Moment of inertia of cross section about z axis (maximum principal inertia)

E
G
A
J
Iy = Imin
Iz = Imax

Using the displacement interpolations from Eq 7-12, the required derivatives can be written
as follows:
 du 
 dx 
 2 
d v
 dx 2 
 2 
d w
 dx 2 


 dψ 
 dx 

 1

0
0
0 
− L

 u 
1
 0 − 6 + 12 x
0
0   
2
3

  v1 
L
L
T
=
  B d

6 12 x
 0
0
0   
− 2+ 3

 θ z 2 
L
L


1
0
0
 0
−

L



(7-13)

Thus, the strain energy can be simplified by the following:
L

1 T
1 T
=
U
d ∫=
BCBT dt ⋅ d
d kd
2 0
2

(7-14)

where C is the constitutive matrix and is expressed as follows:
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 EA 0

0 EI z
C =
 0
0

0
 0

0
0
EI y
0

0 

0 
0 

GJ 

(7-15)

Finally, the element stiffness matrix can be obtained by the following:
L

k = ∫ BCBT dt

(7-16)

0

Carrying out matrix multiplications and integration, we get the following space frame stiffness
matrix in local coordinates:

(7-17)

7.2.1

Local-to-Global Transformation
The stiffness matrix has been derived so far in terms of the local coordinate system. The

local-to-global transformation matrix is developed by considering three components of
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displacements and rotations (6 DOFs) at each node as vector quantities. The complete
transformation matrix, T, is a 12×12 matrix consisting of four identical 3×3 rotation matrices as:

 d1 
 
 d2 
=
  
 
 d12 

0
H

0 0   u1 
 
0 0   v1 
=
⇒ d l Td and d = T T d l
0 H 0   
 
0 0 H  θ z 2 

H

0
0

0

(7-18)

where H is a 3×3 3-D rotation matrix, 0 is a 3×3 zero matrix and l denotes the local vector. The H
matrix transforms the vector quantity from the local to the global coordinate system.
Assume an s, t and r local coordinate system. The components of a vector along the local
coordinated are simply the sum of projections of its x, y and z components along the local axes. In
matrix form the transformation can be written as:

 t   lt
  
 s  =  ls
r  l
  r

mt
ms
mr

nt  x 
 
ns  y  ;

nr 
 z 

 lt

H =  ls
l
r

mt
ms
mr

nt 

ns 
nr 

(7-19)

where the three direction cosines defining the local t axis are
lt =

x2 − x1
;
L

mt =

y2 − y1
;
L

nt =

z2 − z1
L

(7-20)

A new vector Vs can be obtained from the coordinates obtained from 7-20. The length of that vector
can be obtained by
Ls =

(7-21)

lt 2 + mt 2 + nt 2

Then, the three direction cosines defining the local s axis are
ls =

mt
;
Ls

ms = −

lt
;
Ls

ns =

nt
Ls
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(7-22)

Finally, the local r axis is normal to the s-t plane. It can be defined by taking the cross product of
the unit vector along the s axis with the one along the t axis. Thus, the three direction cosines
defining the r axis are

=
lr mt ns − ms nt ;

m
=
nt ls − ns lt ;
r

=
nr ms lt − mt ls

(7-23)

Using the transformation matrix, the element equations in the local coordinate system can
be related to those in the global coordinate system as follows:

kl d l =
rl ⇒ klTd =
rl

(7-24)

Multiplying by TT, we get
(7-25)

T T klTd = T T rl

where TTrl is the transformation of applied loads from local to the global coordinate system.
Finally, the element equations in terms of the global DOFs and applied nodal loads in the global
directions can be expressed as follows:

kd = r

(7-26)

where
k = T T kl T

7.2.2

and

(7-27)

r = T T rl

Verification of the Reinforcing Steel Model Algorithms
To verify the algorithms used to define the reinforcing steel (frame element) in RPAS, a

fixed-fixed beam model subjected to five different center loads was developed and the maximum
deflections and maximum bending stresses were compared against the analytical solution of each
load case. Figure 7.3 illustrates the 72-in. long steel beam of circular cross section as modeled in
RPAS. The fixed-fixed steel beam was assigned an elastic modulus of 29,000 ksi and a Poisson’s
ration of 0.30 and the center load, P, varied from 20 to 100 lb, with 20-in. increments. The size of
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the element was selected to be 3 in. in the longitudinal direction for a total of 24 elements per load
analysis.

Figure 7.3 Fixed-Fixed Beam with Circular Cross Section
The maximum vertical deflection for each load case was solved analytically using the
typical deflection equations for a cantilever beam,

PL3
∆ max =
192 EI

(7-28)

where P is the applied load at the center, the beam length L = 72 in., the moment of inertia I =
0.1198 in.4, and Young’s modulus E = 29,000 ksi. Similarly, the maximum bending stress can be
calculated by the following:

σ b ,max =

M max c
I

(7-29)

where the centroid distance c = 0.3125 in. and the maximum moment is derived as follows:
M max =

PL
8

(7-30)

Figure 7.4 demonstrates the comparison of the maximum deflections and the maximum
bending stresses for the different load cases obtained from RPAS (numerical solution) and from
the analytical solution.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4 Comparison between RPAS (Numerical) and Analytical Solutions
As shown in the figure above, there was a perfect match between the numerical and
analytical responses. Therefore, it can be concluded that the FE algorithms for the frame elements
used to model the reinforcing steel were adequately assembled.
7.3

Modeling of Bond Stress-Slip Between Concrete and Reinforcing Steel
One practical approach for modeling the relative displacement at the interface between

concrete and reinforcing steel, is to account for the effect of bond stress and bond slip using spring
elements between the contact nodes. Considering a bond stress-slip curve, the stiffness of the
spring can be obtained by
(7-31)

K = kbond Acontact

where kbond is the stiffness per unit area or the slope of the curve representing the bond stress and
slip relationship. The contact area, Acontact, between concrete and steel is defined as
a 
a
=
Acontact π d  L + R 
2 
 2

(7-32)

where d is the diameter of the steel bar, and aL and aR are the lengths of the elements in the left
and right sides for each contact node, respectively.
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Researchers Kim et al., 2001, have modeled the increasing part of the bond slip curve using
spring elements by considering multiple slip limits, as shown in Figure 7.5.

Figure 7.5 Bond-slip Relationships: (a) linear; (b) linear with ultimate slip; (c) bilinear; (d)
bilinear with ultimate slip.
One fundamental limitation of using spring elements, is that this type of element only
considers the linear relationship of the curve, which means that the stress is linearly proportional
to the slip as long as the stress does not exceed the elastic limit of the spring. As previously
described in Section 2.3.3, the interaction between the concrete and steel in CRCP, is represented
by a nonlinear curve. Thus, using this approach requires an iterative statement with multiple slip
definitions for a better approximation of the bond stresses, which can increase the computational
time required for solving the interaction problem.
6.3.1

A Comparison Study Between Connection Elements in ABAQUS
Prior to the development of the bond stress-slip model to be implemented in RPAS, a

comparison study between different types of connection elements available in ABAQUS to model
the interaction between concrete and steel was developed (Carrasco et al., 2016 and Aguirre,
2017). The effects that the different connection elements have on the responses of a CRCP section
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subjected to thermal loading conditions were investigated. The CRCP model shown in Figure 7.6
was developed in ABAQUS and was based on the model created by researcher Kim et al., (2000b).
Longitudinal Steel Bars

Transverse Steel Bars

Figure 7.6 3-D CRCP Model in ABAQUS
A 12-ft-long slab with the CRCP structure properties provided in Table 7.1 was considered
for this study. The slab was discretized by using three-dimensional brick elements and the
reinforcing steel was modeled using beam elements. The size of each element was selected to be
1.5 in. in the longitudinal and vertical directions and 3 in. in the transverse direction, as suggested
by Kim et al., (2000b). When CRCP is subjected to environmental loading, the response of the
pavement system is symmetric with respect to the centerline along the longitudinal direction,
therefore, half of the slab (6 ft) was considered for modeling. In this case, at the symmetric face,
there are no transverse displacements for concrete and no transverse and rotational displacements
for the transverse steels. At cracks, there are no restraints for concrete and no longitudinal and
rotational displacements at the longitudinal steel bars. At longitudinal joints, there are no restraints
for concrete and no transverse and rotational displacements for the transverse steel. All boundary
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conditions were considered accordingly in the ABAQUS model. The stress-producing mechanism
consisted of a linear temperature variation throughout the depth of the concrete slab.
Table 7.1 CRCP Model Material Properties
Expansion coefficient of
Crack spacing
5 ft.
concrete
Expansion coefficient of
Longitudinal steel spacing
6 in.
steel
Transverse steel spacing
4 ft.
Surface temperature
Steel
location
surface
Concrete
elasticity

modulus

from
of

Poisson’s ratio
Diameter of longitudinal
steel
Diameter of transverse
steel

6 in.
4,000,000 psi
0.15
0.75
0.625

0.000006/°F
0.000005/°F
85°F

Bottom temperature

100°F

Reference Temperature

120°F

Vertical
stiffness
of
400 psi/in.
underlying layers
Bond
slip
stiffness
700,000 psi/in.
between concrete and steel
Bond
slip
stiffness
150 psi/in.
between concrete and base

The underlying layers and the frictional resistance between concrete and the base were
modeled using vertical and horizontal springs, respectively. Kim et al., (2000b) reported the bond
slip relation between the concrete and base previously discussed in Chapter 2 and shown in Figure
2.6. The same relation was incorporated in the model used for this study.
The CRCP model developed by Kim et al., (2000b) used spring elements (SPRING2 in
ABAQUS) to model the bond slip between the concrete and steel in both the longitudinal and
transverse directions. One of the limitations of using spring elements is that it does not allow the
use of advanced material constitutive models (e.g., elastoplastic model). To demonstrate the
importance of developing a model capable of considering more accurately the interaction between
concrete and steel, two models with different interface elements were tested, spring and connector
elements. The first model used spring elements SPRING2 to model the elastic (linear) behavior
between the concrete and steel and the second model used connector elements (CONN3D2 in
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ABAQUS) to model the elastoplastic (bilinear) behavior between the two materials. A variety of
behaviors can be simulated with connector elements in ABAQUS including, but not limited to,
elasticity, friction, plasticity, damage, and failure. For this study, the elastoplastic behavior
(increasing bilinear portion of the bond-slip relationship) was selected for the simplification
purpose of using the same linear bond stress-slip relation provided by the previous study. Figure
7.7 shows the assumed bond stress-slip relation between the concrete and steel used in both
models, where Be and Bp are the elastic and plastic bond slip stiffnesses between the concrete and
steel, respectively.

Figure 7.7 Bond Stress-Slip Relation Between Concrete and Base
The concrete stress distributions due to the applied linear temperature gradient using spring
elements and connector elements were examined. Figure 7.8 shows the concrete stress
distributions at the top center and top edge of the slab for both models.
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(a) Along top center line

(b) Along top edge
Figure 7.8 Concrete Stress Distribution
Lower concrete stress distributions were observed at the top center and top edge of the
concrete slab when using connector elements compared to spring elements. It can be concluded
that the connector elements allowed the stresses to decrease when the plastic limit was reached.
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To verify the accuracy of the connector elements, the calculated stresses and
displacements at the interface of concrete and steel were investigated. Figure 7.9 shows the elastic
and elastoplastic bond stress-slip relationships using connector elements. The trend line for the
elastic model provided a bond slip stiffness of 699,997 psi/in compared to the elastic bond-slip
stiffness Be = 700,000 psi/in, shown in Figure 7.7. The trend lines for the elastoplastic model
provided an elastic bond slip stiffness of 699,998 psi/in and an elastoplastic bond slip stiffness of
53,033 psi/in, with a yield stress of 711 psi. Those results are in well agreement with the bond-slip
stiffness Be = 700,000 psi/in, Bp = 68,000 psi/in, and yield stress of 700 psi, from the bond-slip
relationship shown in Figure 7.7.

(a) Elastic Relationship
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(b) Elastoplastic Relationship
Figure 7.9 Bond Stress-Slip Relation from Connector Elements
The results presented in this study demonstrate the importance of accurately modeling the
bond slip between concrete and steel since it has a significant impact on the concrete stress
distributions along the slab. For this reason, a bond stress-slip model capable of considering the
full bond-slip relationship was developed and incorporated into the new CRCP model in RPAS.
7.3.2

Development of the Bond Stress-Slip Model in RPAS

The bond stress-slip model from Figure 7.7 was implemented in the RPAS CRCP model by using
the interpolation functions, interp1 and spline, available in MATLAB. interp1 function
returns interpolated values of a 1-D function at specific query points using linear interpolation.
spline, on the other hand, is based on a cubic interpolation of the values at neighboring
gridpoints in each respective dimension (de Boor, 1998). Figure 7.10 shows the bond stress-slip
models created using the interpolation function in MATLAB.
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Figure 7.10 Bond Stress-Slip Model using MATLAB’s Interpolation Functions
The bond-slip function generated using the interp1 function provides the exact linear
values from the bond-slip relationship used by Kim et al. (2000b). When using the spline
function, a smoother bond-slip function was obtained. Both the bilinear and nonlinear curves were
implemented in RPAS so that the bond-slip curve can be further investigated in future research.
Considering either bond stress-slip curve, the internal or bond forces, which are a reaction
to the external forces applied on the body (concrete) that causes sliding between the two materials
(concrete and steel), can be derived from the typical formula for uniaxial stress

σ=

F
A

(7-33)

where σ is the bond stress, F is the bond force and A is the contact area, which can be derived
using Eq. 7-32.
Consider the contact between concrete and longitudinal steel as shown in Figure 7.11,
where the slippage, s, occurs along the direction of the steel, and the bond force, fbond, is treated as
an internally applied load acting against the sliding effect.
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Figure 7.11 Concrete and Reinforcing Steel as Modeled in RPAS
The bond-slip functions previously derived using the interp1 and spline functions
can be implemented to solve for the bond forces that can be then included in the global system of
equations. However, a non-linear solver is required to solve the nonlinear system of equations.
7.3.3

Solving the Bond Stress-Slip Problem/System of Equations
After generating the global stiffness matrix, KG, and global force vector, FG, for the

concrete and steel elements, the bond-slip problem for the CRCP model can be solved using the
fsolve function in MATLAB using the same solver algorithm previously described in Section
5.3.1. The following procedure is implemented to solve for the bond-slip problem that involves
solving for the bond stress using the interp1 function:
1. The initial zero displacement vector, U0, is assembled for the concrete and steel
elements. Recall that CRCP requires reinforcing steel in both longitudinal and
transverse directions. Then, the contact area vectors, AL and AT, are generated, using
Eq. 7-32, for the longitudinal and transverse contact elements, respectively.
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2. fsolve calls upon the bond-slip problem function, which requires all of the parameter
generated in the previous step. The iterative process begins and iteration step k = 0.
3. The initial displacement vector is expanded to include constraint DOFs. Then, the
longitudinal and transverse contact force vectors (FL and FT) are assembled mapping
the DOFs of the contact elements.
4. The slip, s, is derived from the displacement vector and the bond stress, SL and ST, in
the longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively, is calculated using the
interp1 function. Then, the bond forces in the longitudinal and transverse directions,
fL and fT, are derived using Eq. 7-33 and are added to the FL and FT force vectors.
5. If any boundary conditions are considered within the contact zone, then those are
removed from the FL and FT force vectors.
6. All forces in the system are grouped so that they can be included in the residual
calculation, rk = KG × d – (FG + FL + FT ), where d = U0 and k denotes the iteration step
in fsolve. In this step, the residual is solved by minimizing the sum of squares of the
components using the trust-region-dogleg algorithm. If the sum of squares is zero, then
the system of equations is solved. If the solution is reached, then the fsolve iterative
process ends and rk = U. If the solution is not found, the components in vector U0 are
replaced by the components in vector rk. Then the whole iterative process (steps 2-6)
repeats until a solution is found.
7. When the solution is obtained, fsolve exits the bond-slip problem function and returns
the solution vector for the displacements, U, of the entire system.
8. Finally, the bond-slip problem function is called once again to obtain the bond stress
vectors, SL and ST.
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For the bond-slip problem that involves solving for the bond stress using the spline
function, the same procedure is applied. The spline function would then be used in step 4 to
solve for the bond stress. Since the CRCP module is intended to be used for a reduced analysis, it
is not necessary to provide the analytical Jacobian as it was included for the contact and friction
problem in Section 5.3.2. The flowchart shown in Figure 7.12, summarizes the procedure for
solving the system of nonlinear equations for the bond-slip problem.
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Figure 7.12 Flowchart for Solving the Bond-Slip Problem
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7.4

Load Vectors
Recall that RPAS has the capability of modeling any arbitrary multi-wheel loading

configuration and thermal profiles. For this reason, wheel loads and thermal loads were also
included in the CRCP model.
7.4.1

Wheel Loads
Compared to the wheel load analysis previously described in Section 3.3.1, the concrete

elements in the CRCP model are composed of 8 nodes (4 at the top and 4 at the bottom). For this
reason, a new mathematical model that represents the transfer of wheel loads to the contact “patch”
composed of 4 nodes was developed. Figure 7.13 shows the rectangular tire contact path treated
as a 4-node element.

Figure 7.13 Four node rectangular wheel load patch
Each wheel load can be divided into four concentrated loads that coincide with the four
nodal points. The intensity of these loads is calculated as:

Ftr = ∫∫ N T p dA

(7-34)

A

where p is the tire pressure and N is the interpolation function of the 4-node isoparametric element
expressed as:
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1

 4 (1 − ξ )(1 − η ) 


 1 (1 + ξ )(1 − η ) 
4

N =

 1 (1 + ξ )(1 + η ) 
4

1

 (1 − ξ )(1 + η ) 
4


(7-35)

The integral in Eq. 7-34 is then calculated by using the appropriate Gauss quadrature rules for a 4node element.
7.4.2

Thermal Loads
To calculate the thermal loads, a thermal gradient given by a linear function is assumed.

Assuming that the origin is at the top of the slab, the linear temperature gradient is defined as:

∆T = a0 + a1 z
where coefficients a0 and a1 can be fitted from field data measured at the top and bottom of the
concrete slab and z is the distance measured from the top of the concrete layer.
The temperature rise of ∆T results in uniform strain that depends on the coefficient of
thermal expansion α of the material (concrete and steel). The temperature change does not cause
shear strains. Thus, the initial strain vector due to temperature change is as follows:

 α∆T 


 α∆T 
 α∆T 
ε0 = 

 0 
 0 


 0 

(7-36)
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Finite Element Equations in the Presence of Initial Strains in Concrete
In the presence of initial strain ε0 due to temperature change in concrete, the constitutive
equations are written as follows:

=
σ C (ε − ε 0 )

(7-37)

The stain energy over an element can then be written as:
1
T
U = ∫∫∫ ( ε − ε 0 ) C ( ε − ε 0 ) dV
2 V

(7-38)

Expanding the equation, the following is obtained
U=

1
1
1
1
ε T C ε dV − ∫∫∫ ε 0T C ε dV − ∫∫∫ ε T C ε 0 dV + ∫∫∫ ε 0T C ε 0 dV
∫∫∫
2 V
2 V
2 V
2 V

(7-39)

The last term from the equation above can be ignored since the known quantities do not depend
on the assumed solution. Since C is a symmetric matrix, the transpose of the third term is the same
as the second term and hence the second and third term can be combined. Thus, the effective strain
energy can be expressed as follows:
=
Ue

1
ε T C ε dV − ∫∫∫ ε 0T C ε dV
∫∫∫
2 V
V

(7-40)

Substituting the strains in terms of the assumed solution (Eq. 7-5),
1 T
1 T
Ue =
d ∫∫∫ BCBT dV d − ∫∫∫ ε 0T CBT dV d =
d kd − reT d
2
2
V
V

(7-41)

where k is the usual element stiffness matrix (Eq. 7-6) and reT is the transpose of the equivalent
nodal load vector due to initial strains ε0,

re = ∫∫∫ BC ε 0 dV

(7-42)

V

The equivalent nodal load vector re is added to the right-hand side of the element equations,
while the element stiffness matrix remains unaffected.
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Finite Element Equations in the Presence of Initial Strains in Steel
Consider a long steel bar in the longitudinal, x, direction. Similarly, the temperature
increase of ∆T in a long slender bar causes uniform expansion, in which case the element is
subjected to initial axial strain in Eq. 7-36. In this situation, the element is subjected to an initial
strain before any external loads are applied.
In order to account for the temperature changes in truss elements, an axial deformation
element with an initial strain ε0 is considered. The axial strain obtained from differentiating the
axial displacement u(x) is the total strain. The stresses in the element will be caused by the
difference in the total strains and the initial strains as,
 du

=
σ x E  − ε0 
 dx


(7-43)

The strain energy function for the element is now as follows:
2

x

2

x

x

x

2
du
1 2  du
1 2  du 
1 2
2

U
EA
dx
EA
dx
EA
dx
EA ( ε 0 ) dx
=
−
=
−
+
ε
ε
0
0

 
∫
∫
∫
∫
dx
2 x1  dx
2 x1  dx 
2 x1

x1

(7-44)

The assumed solution and its derivative are

=
( x)

u 
 u2 

N1 N 2 )  1 
(=

du ( x )
=
dx

NTd ;

u 
 u2 

N1′ N 2′ )  1 
(=

N1 = −

BT d ; N1′ =

x − x2
;
L

N2 = −

x − x1
L

1
1
1
1
N2′ =
= − ;=
x2 − x1 L
x1 − x2
L

(7-45)

(7-46)

The strain energy term can now be evaluated as follows:
x

x

x

2
1 2
1 2
2
T
T
T
=
U
EAd BB d dx − d ∫ EABε 0 dx + ∫ EA ( ε 0 ) dx
∫
2 x1
2 x1
x1

or
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(7-47)

x

1
1 2
2
=
U
EAd T kd − d T re + ∫ EA ( ε 0 ) dx
2
2 x1

(7-48)

where k is the usual stiffness matrix (Eq. 7-16) and re is the equivalent nodal load vector due to
initial strains ε0:
x2

re = ∫ EABε 0 dx

(7-49)

x1

The last term in the strain equation (Eq. 7-48) can be ignored since it involves the known initial
stain and does not depend on the assumed solution. Thus, the presence of initial strains results in
simply an equivalent nodal load vector re. For analysis of space trusses, which is the case in the
CRCP model, the equivalent load vector is first transformed to the global coordinated using the
appropriate transformation matrix:
(7-50)

r = T T re

For a space frame,

 −lt 


 −mt 
 −n 
r = EAε 0  t 
 lt 
 mt 
 n 
 t 

(7-51)

where the lt, mt and nt components in the equation above can be derived using Eq. 7-20.
7.5

Implementation of CRCP Model in RPAS
All of the mathematical models and algorithms previously described in this chapter have

been assembled into a CRCP function (CRCP_Model) in the main source code of RPAS and it is
only called upon if the reduced analysis option is activated in the main code.
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7.5.1

Definition of the CRCP Properties
Prior to the analysis, the CRCP structure is defined. Concrete and reinforcing steel material

properties, steel placement depth and spacing, and foundation layer properties, as well as the
loading conditions are defined in this step. The defined structure is considered the “large-scale”
analysis, which can consist of modeling up to a big rig truck (18-wheeler) on top of the CRCP
structure. Since RPAS main code discretizes concrete layers as plate elements and does not include
reinforcing steel elements, a composite Young’s modulus, Ec, needs to be defined. All materials
are classified as isotropic materials in RPAS, which implies that they have the same material
properties in all directions. Therefore, the composite modulus can be easily calculated using the
rule-of-mixes expression
(7-52)

=
Ec E f V f + EmVm

where Ef and Vf are the fiber (steel) Young’s modulus and volume fraction and Em and Vm are the
matrix (concrete) Young’s modulus and volume fraction.
The composite Young’s modulus is used in the “large-scale” analysis, which then returns
the responses at the top and bottom of the CRCP layer. Stresses, strains and deflections can be
obtained in this step only for the concrete material. For a more detailed CRCP analysis, the reduced
analysis option must be turned on. If the reduced analysis option is called, a region or area of
interest must be defined. That area may vary in size depending on the load configuration or desired
analysis.
7.5.2

Reduced Analysis Option
Upon completing the “large-scale” analysis, RPAS will call upon the CRCP_Model

function. Recall that there are 3 degrees of freedom (DOFs) in hexahedral elements horizontal
(longitudinal and transverse) and vertical translations, and 5 DOFs in plate elements, horizontal
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and vertical translations and in-plane (longitudinal and transverse) rotations. Thus, a total of 5
DOFs are considered in RPAS to accommodate all element types used. Although the new CRCP
model considers all 6 DOFs, the model was developed to run independently from the main RPAS
code when the reduced analysis option is activated. Therefore, there is no need to increase the
number of DOFs in the main RPAS code. Still, the CRCP model is dependent of the responses
obtained from the “large-scale” analysis. That is, all of the responses obtained from the area of
interested in the large-scale model are required to initiate the CRCP_Model function. The contact
forces between the concrete slab and base layer, are added to the CRCP model as reaction forces
at the bottom of the concrete slab. All other forces within the reduced analysis region, i.e. wheel
loads and thermal loads, are added into the system of equations as described in Section 6.4 and the
displacements surrounding the area of interest (edge displacement), are entered into the CRCP
module as prescribed boundary conditions. The definition of the prescribed boundary conditions
will be described later in this Section.
7.5.3

Mesh Generation
RPAS has the capability of automatically generating a non-uniform mesh by increasing the

number of elements in the region close to the point of application of the wheel loads and on the
edge of the slab. For the CRCP model, it is important to define a mesh that is dependent of the
steel arrangement as well as the points that define the wheel loads. For this reason, the mesh
generation in the CRCP model was developed to include all of the steel coordinates as well as the
point of application of each wheel load, if any are included in the reduced analysis region. The
mesh refinement will vary depending on the steel and load placement. Figure 7.14 shows the mesh
generated in RPAS for a “large-scale” analysis and the mesh generated for the reduced analysis
(both meshes cover the same area but differ in refinement).
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Figure 7.14 Comparison of RPAS Mesh Grid for the “Large-Scale” and Reduced Analyses
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Notice that the reduced analysis grid consists of a finer mesh. That is because the maximum
element size for the reduced analysis option is smaller than the maximum element size defined in
RPAS for a “large-scale” analysis. A convergence study was carried out to determine the
maximum element size require in the longitudinal and transverse directions (x and y) for the nonuniform mesh in the CRCP model. A single wheel load with a 120-psi contact pressure was placed
at the center of a 50×60 in. CRCP slab. The longitudinal and vertical stresses were set as the control
parameters. The element size varied in length and width until convergence of the control
parameters was achieved. It was determined at the maximum element size in the longitudinal and
transverse directions should be 3 in. as well.
The mesh must also be defined throughout the depth of the CRCP layer. Reinforcing steel
is typically placed at the center of the concrete slab. However, steel arrangement may vary
depending on the region it is placed, and steel placement can also depend on the thickness of the
concrete layer (CRCP pavements larger than 13 in. thick require two layers of reinforcing steel).
For that reason, the mesh is automatically generated considering the points of the steel arrangement
throughout the depth. The same approach used to determine the maximum longitudinal and
transverse element size was used to define the maximum vertical size (z direction) of the concrete
elements. From that convergence study, it was determined that a maximum vertical element size
of 3 in. is sufficient to achieve convergence of the control parameters.
7.5.4

Application of Forces
When wheel or thermal loads are considered in the reduced analysis, the loads are included

in the CRCP model as discussed in Section 6.4. The reduced analysis option was developed to
focus solely on the concrete and reinforcing steel responses. For that reason, it was decided to
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define the soil underneath the reduced analysis region as reaction forces obtained from the “largescale” analysis.
The contact model used in RPAS was previously described in Chapter 5. For a pavement
analysis involving contact between the concrete and base layers, the contact problem function
returns the contact forces between the two layers. The contact forces that are within the area of
interest are extracted. Refer to the mesh comparison in Figure 7.14. Since the mesh from the “largescale” analysis differs from the mesh generated for the reduced analysis, an interpolation method
is required to fit the obtained contact forces into the CRCP model. Before the interpolation process
begins, the forces must first be converted into pressure points using the shape functions from Eq.
3.1 (for 9-node plate elements). A mapping grid is created using the contact force coordinates (x
and y components) and pressure values at each point from the “large-scale” analysis. A second
mapping grid is generated for all bottom surface coordinates (x and y components only) generated
for the mesh of the reduced analysis. The new pressure points are obtained by using MATLAB’s
interpolation function, griddedInterpolant. The gridded data interpolation function
performs the linear interpolation on a 1-D, 2-D, 3-D or N-D gridded data set. In this case,
griddedInterpolant returns the interpolated pressure points for the provided coordinates.
Figure 7.15 shows the pressure from the large-scale mesh and the interpolated pressure for the
reduced analysis.
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(a) RPAS Contact Pressure Points for the “Large-Scale” Analysis

(b) Interpolated Pressure Points for the Reduced Analysis
Figure 7.15 Comparison of RPAS Pressure Grid for “Large-Scale” and Reduced Analyses
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The interpolated pressure points are converted to point loads using the shape functions
from Eq. 7-35. Finally, the new forces are assembled into the global force vector FG with respect
to their corresponding DOF. Using the same interpolation approach
7.5.5

Prescribed Boundary Conditions
After generating the global stiffness matrix, KG, and global force vector, FG, for the

concrete and steel elements, the prescribed boundary conditions must be applied. Since RPAS
discretizes the concrete layer as plate elements, an interpolation method is required to assign the
prescribed boundary conditions to all the nodes at the edge of the 3-D concrete layer. Using a
similar approach as the one used to interpolate the contact pressure points, the edge displacements
and rotations are interpolated using the interp1 function in MATLAB. Here, three vectors are
generated: one with the edge coordinates from the “large-scale” area of interest, another with the
actual displacement and rotation values (all 5 DOF) of that perimeter and a third with the edge
coordinates of the new mesh. interp1 returns the interpolated displacements for the provided
coordinates. This process is performed for all edges (4 in total) of the desired region.
As discussed in Section 3.2, the displacements (u0, v0, w0) and rotations about y and x (φx
and φy, respectively) for the plate elements are located at a point in the laminate at mid-plane as
shown in Figure 7.16.
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Figure 7.16 Location of the Plate and 3-D Solid Element Mid-Plane
Thus, the interpolated displacements and rotations are assigned at the mid-plane of the new
3-D concrete layer and an iterative statement is required to assign the prescribed boundary
conditions to all of the edge nodes above and below the mid-plane. Using the method provided by
De Santiago (2016), the following procedure summarizes the assignment of prescribed boundary
conditions to the 3-D model and how they are implemented to the system of equations.
1. A vector, dls, is generated with the interpolated displacements and rotations obtained
using the interpolation method described above.
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 u1 
 
 v1 
 w1 
 
 θ y1 
 θ x1 
 
dls =  u2 
v 
 2 
 w2 
θ 
 y2 
θx2 
 
  

(7-53)

2. Recall that for an 8-node brick element, there are a total of 3 DOFs per node. For each
arbitrary point (u, v, w) in the laminate (plate element) after deformation, the
displacement field is given by

u (=
x , y , z ) u0 ( x , y ) + z θ x ( x , y )
v (=
x, y, z ) v0 ( x, y ) + z θ y ( x, y )

(7-54)

w ( x, y, z ) = w0 ( x, y )
where z is the distance from the mid-plane to each arbitrary point. If a linear variation
for the displacements throughout the depth of the concrete layer is assumed, as
demonstrated in Figure 7.16, then an iterative statement using the equation above for
each z point can be established to solve for the prescribed perimeter displacements of
the 3-D model. The obtained prescribed displacements are stored in vector, dp as:
 u1 + zθ y1 


 v1 + zθ x1 
 w1 


d p =  u2 + zθ y 2 
 v + zθ x 2 
 2

 w2 






(7-55)
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3. The displacement vector d can be split into the sum of two vectors, a vector containing
only the known DOFs for each element, ddof, and a vector containing the non-zero
prescribed values, dp.
(7-56)

=
d d dof + d p

With this notation in place, we can write the potential energy due to the prescribed
displacements as follows:
∏= U − W=

1 T
d p kd p − ( −rp ) d p
2

(7-57)

where rp is the equivalent nodal force vector due to the prescribed displacements dp.
Minimizing the potential energy as ∂∏ /∂ dpi = 0, we get the following:
(7-58)

kd p = −rp

or
(7-59)

rp = −kd p

The negative sign has been added for convenience as this term will be lumped together
with the external virtual work terms upon assembling the global system of equations
for the model problem.
4. The rp vector is added to the global force FG vector. Then, the prescribed DOFs are
eliminated from the global stiffness matrix and global force vector.
5. The system of equations for the model problem is solved using the procedure described
in Figure 7.12.
6. Once the solution vector U is obtained, the prescribed displacements are added to the
solution vector. The other pavement responses (stresses and strains) can be calculates
using the solution vector U that includes the prescribed displacements.
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Once the responses for the concrete and steel materials are obtained, the code exits the
CRCP_Model function and returns an output report of the reduced analysis and the RPAS analysis
is now complete.
7.6

CRCP Output Report
Two output reports are generated when the reduced analysis option is turned on, one with

the responses obtained from the “large-scale” model and another with the responses pertaining
only to the area of interest section. Figure 7.17 summarizes the framework for the reduced analysis
of CRCP pavements in RPAS.
For the analysis of JCP and CRCP pavements, RPAS returns the displacement, stresses and
strains at the top and bottom of the concrete layer as well as the supporting layer responses
(displacements, stresses and strains) throughout the depth of the soil layer(s). The responses are
provided as contour plots, which represent the three-dimensional surface (pavement responses) on
a two-dimensional plane (x and y coordinates). When the reduced analysis option is turned on, a
second output report is generated pertaining to the detailed responses of the concrete and steel
materials of the CRCP structure. Those responses are also provided as contour plots at the surface
or at any depth of the pavement layer and at a cross section of the concrete layer. Linear contour
plots are also generated to illustrate the responses of the reinforcing steel, in both longitudinal and
transverse directions. In addition to the contour plots, the bond-slip relationship between the
concrete and the steel is also provided.
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Figure 7.17 RPAS Framework for the Reduced Analysis of CRCP Pavements
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Chapter 8: Evaluation of the CRCP Model
The objective of this Chapter is to evaluate the new CRCP model to determine if the
calculated responses are in well agreement with the expected behavior of CRCP pavements.
8.1

Comparison of Responses from the “Large-Scale” and Reduced Analyses in RPAS
As a method of verifying that the prescribed boundary conditions, contact forces and

applied forced obtained from the “large-scale” analysis are properly integrated in the reduced
analysis, several CRCP sections and loading configurations were analyzed.
8.1.1

Effects of Modeling Different Tire Load Configurations on Concrete Responses
A 12-in. CRCP slab was modeled on top of a 2-layer foundation system discretized using

the 27-node element defined in Chapter 4. A tire load was modeled at the center of the slab with
contact dimensions of 10 ft by 7.5 ft. in width and length with a total pressure of 100 psi. The
reinforcing steel was assumed to be located at mid depth of the concrete slab with each longitudinal
steel bar spaced at 6 in. and each transverse steel bar spaced at 48 in. Figure 8.1 demonstrates the
load scheme and slab dimensions for the “large-scale” analysis and the dashed region represents
the area that will be forwarded to the reduced model for the next analysis. The region was selected
to include the entire tire load, which will produce the largest responses (deflections and stresses)
in the concrete layer. Once the “large-scale” analysis was complete, the region responses, contact
forces and loading conditions were transferred to the reduced analysis model as well as the
reinforcing steel location within the selected region.
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Figure 8.1 Load Scheme and Region Selection of the Reduced Model
Since the concrete layer is modeled using plate elements during the “large-scale” analysis,
the comparison is limited to only the vertical displacements and the longitudinal and transverse
stresses. Figure 8.2 shows the comparison between the contour plots for the vertical displacements
obtained from both analyses. Notice that Figure 8.2 (b) shows the transverse bar and longitudinal
bars that lie within the selected region and that the color bar values were adjusted to match the
contours provided on Figure 8.2 (a).
The maximum vertical deflections from the “large-scale” and reduced models were 0.0025
in. and 0.0026 in., respectively. The results demonstrate that the deflections obtained from the
reduced analysis are in good agreement with the displacements collected from the ”large-scale”
analysis.
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(a) “Large-Scale” Analysis

(b) Reduced CRCP Analysis
Figure 8.2 Comparison of Vertical Concrete Displacements
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The longitudinal and transverse stresses obtained from the reduced analysis were also
assessed. A maximum longitudinal stress of 78 psi and a maximum transverse stress of 80 psi were
documented from the “large-scale” analysis. Meanwhile, the reduced analysis returned a maximum
longitudinal stress of 88 psi and a maximum transverse stress of 93 psi. The 12-15% percent
difference between results could be explained by the use of 3-D solid elements compared to the
use of plate elements and the inclusion of reinforcing steel in the reduced CRCP model. The
discrepancies between the results will be further investigated in the next section.
Increased Tire Pressure Analysis
The tire pressure load was increased to 120 psi and the vertical displacements and
longitudinal and transverse stresses at the top of the concrete layer were documented for both
analyses. Table 8.1 shows the results for the analyses as well as the percent difference between the
responses obtained.
Table 8.1 Comparison of Maximum Concrete Responses between CRCP Analyses
Vertical
Longitudinal
Transverse
RPAS Model
Displacement
Stress
Stress
“Large-Scale” Model

0.0029

94

95

Reduced CRCP
Model

0.0030

105

111

Percent Difference

3%

11%

15%

As expected, when the load pressure was increased from 100 psi to 120 psi, the
displacement and stresses increased for both analyses and about the same percent difference was
observed between the results. Based on the comparison, it was concluded that the region responses
provided from the “large-scale” model were properly transferred to the reduced CRCP model.
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Full Truck Analysis
To ensure that the reduced CRCP model can handle more complex tire loading
configurations, a full truck was modeled on a section large enough to fit the whole truck. A total
of 26-wheel loads were included in the analysis, each with rectangular contact dimensions of 8 ft
by 6 ft in width and length and with a pressure of 100 psi. The concrete slab was extended to
accommodate for the loading configuration. The reinforcing steel was assumed to be located at
mid depth of the concrete slab with each longitudinal steel bar spaced at 6 in. and each transverse
steel bar spaced at 48 in. Figure 8.3 shows the loading scheme of the truck and the CRCP section
dimensions. The dashed region in the figure below represents the area that will be forwarded to
the reduced model, which includes the two-wheel loads denoted Tire Load 1 and Tire Load 2.

Figure 8.3 Load Scheme and Region Selection of the Reduced Model
The two loads included in the reduced model are labeled in the figure above as Tire Load
1 and Tire Load 2. The maximum responses at the top of the concrete layer were evaluated. Table
8.2 shows the maximum stresses obtained for the “large-scale” model and the reduced CRCP
model.
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Table 8.2 Comparison of Maximum Concrete Responses between CRCP Analyses
RPAS Model
“Large-Scale”
Model
Reduced CRCP
Model
Percent
Difference

Tire Load 1

Tire Load 2

Long. Stress

Trans. Stress

Long. Stress

Trans. Stress

75

62

73

61

88

79

85

77

16%

24%

16%

23%

The difference between the results can once again be explained by the use of 3-D elements
and by the inclusion of the reinforcing steel in the CRCP reduced model as will be demonstrated
in section 8.2.2. The maximum vertical displacement was also investigated. A vertical
displacement of 0.00677 in. and 0.00638 in. was observed under Tire Load 1 and Tire Load 2,
respectively, in the primary (“large-scale”) analysis. The reduced CRCP analysis provided a
vertical displacement of 0.00683 in. and 0.00643 in. under Tire Load 1 and Tire Load 2,
respectively. The 1% difference between results demonstrate that the prescribed conditions were
properly assembled in the reduced CRCP model.
8.2

Comparison of Responses from RPAS and ABAQUS
To verify that the new CRCP model for the reduced analysis option accurately models the

behavior of CRCP pavements, a CRCP model was created in RPAS and it was compared against
a similar CRCP model created in ABAQUS. The CRCP material properties that where assigned to
both models are shown in Table 8.3.
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Table 8.3 RPAS and ABAQUS CRCP Model Properties
Bond slip stiffness
Concrete modulus of
4,00,000 psi
between concrete and
700,000 psi/in.
elasticity
steel (ABAQUS Model)
Concrete Poisson’s ratio

0.15

Base modulus of elasticity

30,000 psi

Concrete thickness

12 in.

Base Poisson’s ratio

0.35

Steel modulus of
elasticity

29,00,000 psi

Base thickness

6 in.

Transverse steel spacing

48 in.

Subgrade modulus of
elasticity

10,000 psi

Longitudinal steel spacing

6 in.

Subgrade Poisson’s ratio

0.40

6 in.

Subgrade thickness
(required for FE model)

40 in.

0.75 in.

Wheel pressure load

120 psi

0.625 in.

Wheel load contact area

12 in. × 9 in.

Steel location from
surface
Diameter of longitudinal
steel
Diameter of transverse
steel

Both models consisted of a 60 in. by 72 in. (x by y dimensions) CRCP slab on top of a twolayer foundation system with the soil properties listed in the table above. To simulate the bedrock
underneath the subgrade layer, all nodes at the bottom of the subgrade were fixed. A single tire
load was modeled at the center of the slab with the dimensions and load pressure shown in the
table above. Figure 8.4 shows the pavement structure with the reinforcing steel arrangement and
load scheme as modeled in RPAS and ABAQUS.
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Figure 8.4 CRCP Section as Modeled in RPAS and ABAQUS
The first transverse bar (TBar_1) was placed 6 in. from the longitudinal edge and the first
longitudinal bar (LBar_1) was placed 3 in. from the transverse edge. A total of 2 transverse bars
and 12 longitudinal bars were included in both models. For the ABAQUS model, the concrete
layer was discretizes using 8-node elements, the reinforcing steel was modeled as beam elements
and the interaction between concrete and steel was modeled using spring elements with the bondslip stiffness provided by Kim et., al. (2000) as a method of verifying the bond-slip model
implemented in RPAS. The supporting layers were modeled using 8-node elements and the contact
between the concrete and base layer was modeled using the surface-to-surface contact interaction
option with the normal “hard” contact interaction property in ABAQUS.
8.2.1

Comparison of Responses from the “Large-Scale” Analysis and ABAQUS
The model created in RPAS was first analyzed using the plate elements to discretize the

concrete layer (“large-scale” model). The responses at the top of the concrete slab were compared
against the results obtained from the ABAQUS analysis. Figure 8.5 shows the comparison between
the contour plots for the vertical displacements obtained at the surface of the concrete layer for
both models.
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Figure 8.5 Comparison of Vertical Displacement Contour Plots for the CRCP Model
As depicted in the figure above, the vertical displacements obtained using the plate
elements in RPAS are in well agreement with the displacements obtained from the ABAQUS
model. The maximum vertical concrete displacement for the RPAS and ABAQUS models were
0.0124 in. and 0.0126 in., respectively. The maximum top stresses in the longitudinal and
transverse direction were also compared. Table 8.4 shows the results for the maximum concrete
stresses obtained from both analyses.
Table 8.4 Comparison of Maximum Concrete Stresses between CRCP Models
CRCP Model

Longitudinal Stress

Transverse Stress

RPAS
(“Large-Scale” Analysis)

99 psi

108 psi

ABAQUS

126 psi

125 psi

Percent Difference

24%

15%
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The maximum longitudinal stresses obtained from the RPAS differ the most between the
stress obtained from the ABAQUS model, with a 24% difference, while the maximum transverse
stresses demonstrated a 15% difference between results. Once again, the large differences can be
explained by the use of the plate elements to model the CRCP layer and the absence of the
reinforcing steel embedded in the concrete in the “large-scale” model. Since the concrete layer is
modeled using plate elements, no concrete vertical stresses were provided for a comparison
between the vertical stresses obtained from the ABAQUS analysis.
8.2.2

Comparison of Responses from the CRCP Reduced Analysis and ABAQUS

Concrete Responses
To investigate the discrepancy between the concrete stresses obtained from the “largescale” analysis in RPAS and the concrete stresses obtained from the ABAQUS analysis, the
reduced analysis option was turned on in RPAS. The entire 60-in. by 72-in. section was reanalyzed
using the 8-node elements to discretize the concrete layer and the beam elements to discretize the
reinforcing steel in both directions. The bond-slip interaction between the two materials was
modeled using the linear interpolation method, interp1 function. Once the reduced analysis was
complete, the concrete responses in all directions (x, y and z) were documented. Figure 8.6 shows
the comparison between longitudinal, transverse and vertical displacements from the reduced
CRCP analysis in RPAS and from the ABAQUS analysis at the surface of the concrete layer. The
color bar values were adjusted in RPAS to match the contours provided by the ABAQUS program.
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(a) Longitudinal Displacement

(b) Transverse Displacement
150

(c) Vertical Displacement
Figure 8.6 Comparison of Displacement Contour Plots for the CRCP Model
As demonstrated in the figures above, the contour plots provided from the reduced analysis
in RPAS are in well agreement with the plots provided by the ABAQUS program. Thus, it can be
concluded that the CRCP model accurately provides the displacements of CRCP sections subjected
to wheel loads.
To further verify that the responses obtained from the reduced CRCP model in RPAS are
adequate, the stresses at the surface of the concrete layer were also compared. Figure 8.7 shows
the longitudinal, transverse and vertical stresses from the RPAS reduced analysis and ABAQUS
analysis at the surface of the concrete layer, where the negative values signify that the stress is in
compression.
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(a) Longitudinal Stress

(b) Transverse Stress
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(c) Vertical Stress
Figure 8.7 Comparison of Stress Contour Plots for the CRCP Model
The maximum responses from both analyses were identified for a better comparison. Table
8.5 shows the percent difference between the maximum responses obtained from the RPAS
reduced analysis and the ABAQUS analysis. The stresses provided in the table below are all in
compression.
Table 8.5 Comparison of Maximum Top Concrete Responses between CRCP Models
Longitudinal
Transverse
Vertical
Vertical
CRCP Model
Stress
Stress
Stress
Displacement
(Compression)
(Compression)
(Compression)
RPAS
0.0125
128 psi
127 psi
119 psi
(Reduced Analysis)
ABAQUS

0.0126

126 psi

125 psi

117 psi

Percent Difference

0.8%

1.6%

1.6%

1.7%
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The results show that the reduced CRCP analysis in RPAS provided very similar results
compared to the model created in ABAQUS, with less than 2% difference between results. The
small differences verify that the large differences previously observed between the “large-scale”
analysis and the reduced CRCP analysis in RPAS were due to the use of 3D finite vs plate elements
and the absence of the reinforcing steel in the “large-scale” model.
To verify the propagation of the stresses throughout the depth of the concrete layer, a
longitudinal cross section cut was made at the center of the tire load. Figure 8.8 shows the
comparison between the stresses obtained from both models throughout the longitudinal cross
section of the CRCP structure. The positive stress values indicate tension and the negative stress
values indicate compression.

(a) Longitudinal Stress
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(b) Transverse Stress

(c) Vertical Stress
Figure 8.8 Comparison of Stress Contour Plots for the CRCP Model
The contour plots from the RPAS reduced analysis demonstrate an agreeable propagation
of stresses throughout the depth of the pavement layer compared to the results obtained from the
ABAQUS model. Table 8.6 shows the maximum responses obtained at the bottom of the CRCP
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slab, where the positive stress values are in tension and the negative stress values are in
compression.
Table 8.6 Comparison of Maximum Bottom Concrete Responses between CRCP Models
Vertical
Longitudinal
Transverse
Vertical
CRCP Model
Displacement
Stress
Stress
Stress
RPAS
0.01235
82
92
-4
(Reduced Analysis)
ABAQUS

0.01245

80

88

-5

Percent Difference

0.8%

2.5%

4.4%

22%

The increase in percent difference between the responses obtained from both models,
particularly between the maximum compressive vertical stress at the bottom of the CRCP slab, can
be explained by the use of reaction forces at the bottom of the CRCP slab in the RPAS reduced
model, whereas the model created in ABAQUS discretizes the supporting layers using 8-node
elements (3-D elements) and models the contact interaction between the CRCP slab and the base
layer.
Reinforcing Steel Responses
The longitudinal and transverse steel responses obtained from the RPAS reduced analysis
were also compared with those obtained from the ABAQUS analysis. The vertical displacements
along TBar_1 and LBar_6 obtained from RPAS were compared against the displacements obtained
from the analysis in ABAQUS. Figure 8.9 shows the plots for the transverse and longitudinal bars
compared. The maximum vertical deflections for both bars were also documented in Table 8.7 for
a better comparison.
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(a) TBar_1

(b) LBar_6
Figure 8.9 Comparison of Steel Bar Vertical Displacement
Table 8.7 Comparison of Maximum Steel Displacement between CRCP Models
TBar_1
LBar_6
CRCP Model
Vertical Displacement
Vertical Displacement
RPAS
0.0118
0.0124
(Reduced Analysis)
ABAQUS

0.0119

0.0125

Percent Difference

1%

1%
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The vertical displacement for the other transverse and longitudinal bars were also
compared and demonstrated very similar results as the ones presented for the TBar_1 and LBar_6
steel bars, as well as the longitudinal and transverse displacements. With a very small difference
between the results obtained from both models, it can be concluded that the reinforcing steel model
is properly assembled in the CRCP model.
Bond-Slip
Lastly, the bond-slip relationship between the concrete and the steel materials was
investigated in RPAS to ensure that the bond stress and slip occurred along the defined
relationship. Figure 8.10 shows the bond stress versus slip plot for the results obtained from the
RPAS reduced analysis model. The blue line represents the defined bond-slip relationship in the
model.

(a) Full Plot
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(b) Zoomed Plot
Figure 8.10 Bond Stress vs Slip Results
The load applied to the CRCP section analyzed, did not cause signifiant axial
displacements to generate large bond stresses. As shown in Figure 8.10 (b) the maximim slip
between concrete and steel was less than 1/20000 of an in. producing a maximum bond stress of
only 11 psi. The plots also demonstrate that the bond-slip model was properly implemented into
the CRCP model as the obtained bond stress and slip results are in line with the defined
relationship.
Based on the results presented in this comparison, it can be concluded that all of the
mathematical algorithms embedded in the CRCP model, accurately represent the CRCP structure.
Furthermore, the results from the reduced analysis are in line with the results obtained from the
CRCP model created in ABAQUS, which is based on the assumptions made in the current CRCP
computer programs.
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Chapter 9: Summary and Conclusions
This Chapter presents the summary and conclusions from this research study as well as
recommendations for future work.
9.1

Summary
The rigid pavement system consist of a number of concrete layers placed over one or more

foundation layers (base, subbase and subgrade). The current design procedures of rigid pavements
involve determining the proper combination of design parameters such as slab thickness, concrete
mixture constituents and properties and foundation properties. A review of the current rigid
pavement analysis tools was carried out to determine what are the modeling needs for the proper
analysis of rigid pavements. It was revealed that the support of the concrete slab is typically
quantified by the modulus of subgrade reaction k which represents the base, subbase and subgrade
contributions as well as bedrock effects. Placing a strong base or subbase layer may provide
improved protection of the subgrade and serve as a stronger support to the concrete layer and result
in an increased modulus of subgrade reaction. However, current design practices do not accurately
model the behavior of a combination of foundation layers with varied mechanical properties.
Instead, the contribution of the supporting layers is represented by an approximated k-value since
the primary focus is to design for the thickness of the concrete layer, which is not significantly
affected by variations in the typical k-value. Furthermore, the investigated tools were limited to
the analysis of JCP pavements with the exception of the CRCP computer programs, which model
the concrete layer using 3-D solid elements and the reinforcing steel as frame elements but only
considers a section of the CRCP pavement. Moreover, the CRCP computer program also quantifies
the supporting layers using the k-value. With an increased demand of CRCP pavements in higher
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trafficked areas, it is important to rely on an analysis tool capable of modeling the complete and
unique loading configurations that impact the performance of the overall CRCP structure.
There is an FE modeling tool called NYSLAB that addresses some of the limitations
documented for the current rigid pavement modeling tools. However, the tool does not include a
CRCP model that captures the detailed responses pertaining to the concrete and steel, as well as
the bond-slip relationship between the two materials. The mathematical models of the NYSLAB
program, coded in MATLAB, were evaluated to determine if a CRCP model could be implemented
into the main code. NYSLAB quantifies the supporting layers as a single bed of spring elements
(Winkler foundation), which leads to an analysis process that primarily focuses on the concrete
layer and overlooks the advantages or disadvantages of considering specific material properties
for each supporting layer. Moreover, the contact model defining the interaction between pavement
layers demonstrated to not converge when more complex structures were evaluated. To overcome
the remaining limitations of the NYSLAB system, it was proposed to upgrade the modeling tool
to support both JCP and CRCP pavements. Thus, the following enhancements were made: (1) A
3-D foundation model that is capable of providing detailed responses throughout the depth of each
soil layer and (2) an improved nonlinear contact and friction model that better represents the
interaction between pavement layers were incorporated into the existing FE models in NYSLAB.
To accommodate the analysis of CRCP pavements, a CRCP model that includes the full bond-slip
relationship between concrete and steel was developed and included in the software as a separate
function.
The mathematical formulations of each model have been documented in this dissertation.
Upon adding the new models in to the main code, the FE modeling system was renamed Rigid
Pavement Analysis System (RPAS). Through a series of case studies, the model was evaluated
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independently and jointly to verify that the mathematical algorithms embedded in each model were
properly assembled and incorporated into RPAS. Other case studies were presented to emphasize
the importance of modeling the supporting layers using the 3-D solid elements as opposed to the
spring elements commonly used in the other rigid pavement analysis tools. The 3-D foundation
model was also validated using field data from the MnROAD research facility and NAPTF
pavement facility. Lastly, the new CRCP model was evaluated to determine if the calculated
responses are in well agreement with the expected behavior of CRCP pavements.
9.2

Conclusions
Before any conclusions can be drawn from this research study, it is important to underline

that RPAS is based on the following assumptions:
1. The materials are homogeneous, which implies that each material has the same physical
properties throughout its entire volume.
2. The materials are isotropic, which implies that the elastic properties are the same in all
directions (x, y and z).
3. The materials obey Hooke’s Law, which implies that the deformations induced by an
external force are directly proportional to the magnitude of the applied force.
4. The modulus of elasticity is the same in tension and compression.
Based on the assumptions listed above and on the verification methods and case studies
conducted in this study, the following conclusion were drawn:
1. Through the verification studies, it was concluded that the mathematical algorithms
that define the 3-D foundation model were properly assembled in the RPAS main code.
Furthermore, the validation studies demonstrated that the foundation model accurately
represents the soil layers in a rigid pavement system.
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2. The 3-D foundation model proved to be an improvement from the previous Winkler
model used to quantify the supporting system. The benefits of considering different
pavement parameters using the 3-D foundation model in RPAS were demonstrated
through a comparison with a spring foundation (Winkler model). The Winkler model
did not provide accurate concrete stresses and was unable to provide responses
throughout the depth of the supporting layers since the model is limited to the
assessment at the top of the base layer only ( or bottom on concrete layer). On the other
hand, the 3-D solid foundation model demonstrated more accurate, as demonstrated
through the validation process, and was able to provide an assessment of the actual
influence that heavy vehicle loads, and different soil material properties have on the
critical responses for each pavement layer. The importance of evaluating each
pavement layer under maximum vehicle loads was also established through the case
studies.
3. The contact problem for all pavement cases analyzed in this study were able to
converge using the fsovle function available in MATLAB. Thus, it can be concluded
that the new contact model was a significant improvement from the previous model
based on the Mohr-Coulomb slip rule.
4. The incorporation of the CRCP model in RPAS was verified through a comparison of
responses between a “large-scale” analysis and the reduced analysis. The responses
obtained from the reduced analysis were in good agreement with the responses obtained
from the “large-scale” model, which implies that the prescribed boundary conditions,
contact forces and applied forces were adequately transferred to the reduced CRCP
model.
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5. The new CRCP model was verified through a comparison study between two CRCP
models, one created in RPAS and the other in ABAQUS. The percent difference
between the responses obtained from the reduced CRCP analysis in RPAS did not
exceed more than 2% compared to the responses obtained from the ABAQUS analysis.
Thus, it can be concluded that the CRCP model incorporated in RPAS is adequate for
the modeling of CRCP sections.
6. In general, it was demonstrated that RPAS has the capacity to accurately model JCP
and CRCP pavements. Since the addition of the 3-D foundation model, RPAS is
currently the only rigid pavement analysis system that is capable of identifying critical
(maximum) responses at any depth of the foundation, including the subgrade layer.
Furthermore, RPAS is currently the only tool that considers the initial responses
obtained from a “large-scale” CRCP model prior to obtaining the detail responses
pertaining to the concrete and steel materials.
9.3

Contribution of Study
The contribution of this research study to the field of pavement engineering is to provide

transportation agencies, engineers and scientists with a more accurate method for the analysis of
rigid pavements. The accurate estimation of responses produced in an entire rigid pavement system
is essential to the development of a more realistic design of such pavements. The 3-D foundation
model has the capability of providing critical responses (stresses, strains and deflections) at any
depth of the foundation to check if the pavement structure fulfills design requirements. The
inclusion of the CRCP model in RPAS, has expanded the tool’s capabilities to model all types of
rigid pavement systems. Within the reduced CRCP analysis, detailed responses pertaining to the
concrete slab, reinforcing steel bars and the supporting layers are available as well as the bond-
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slip relationship between the two materials. Consequently, the new CRCP model has the potential
to contribute to the development of a bond-slip model that better characterizes the complex
interaction between the concrete and the reinforcing steel. Analyzing maximum stresses within a
specific section of a CRCP system is of great importance to determine if the formation of a new
crack will occur. The new CRCP model has the potential to investigate such stresses, which could
lead to the development of a new crack model.
9.4

Recommendations for Future Work
The following recommendations are made to improve the capabilities of RPAS in modeling

rigid pavements:
1. A new version of the interface program that includes the three new models developed
in this research study. The availability of this tool can impact the field of pavement
engineering significantly as it would be the only program capable of providing critical
responses throughout the depth of the foundation system as well as detailed responses
pertaining to the concrete and steel materials for CRCP sections.
2. To further investigate the bond-slip relationship between concrete and steel using
laboratory testing data. Since the bond-slip model incorporated in RPAS has the
capabilities of providing the bond stress and slip for all rebars included in an analysis,
the tool has the potential to investigate different bond-slip relationships to determine
the function that better defines the complex interaction.
3. All of the CRCP sections analyzed in this dissertation document consisted of modeling
static loads. Thus, it is recommended to investigate the influence that dynamic loads
have on the responses of CRCP, particularly on the bond stresses.
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4. The temperature gradient included in the CRCP model consists of a linear propagation
through the thickness of the concrete layer. A new nonlinear temperature gradient can
be included to expand RPAS capacity in modeling complex thermal conditions, which
can ultimately have a great impact on the bond stress and slip between concrete and
steel.
5. Expand the capabilities of the reduced analysis option in RPAS to model JCP sections
as well. A new dowel model would need to be developed and incorporated into the 3D concrete model to investigate the looseness or misalignment that can occur in JCP
due to thermal or heavy loading conditions.
6. The inclusion of moisture impact in the foundation layers is recommended to
investigate the effects moisture has on the responses in the pavement layers.
7. Given that RPAS is based on linear elastic theory assumptions, RPAS can very well be
expanded to include the analysis of flexible pavements.
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